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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHER DISTRICT OF TEXAS
DALLAS DIVISION
CASE NO. 3:18-cv-00833-D-BN
STEVE S. GEE, JR.,
Petitioner

v.
STATE OF TEXAS,
STACEY D. GEE, and
ADORA L. LOCKABY,
Respondents

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

In a removal from the 422nd District
Court of Kaufman County, Texas

State Case No.: 96435-422
Styled: In the Matter of the Marriage of
Gee, 422nd Judicial District Court
Judge B. Michel Chitty, Presiding

RESPONSE TO PETITION FOR REMOVAL
AND
MOTION TO STRIKE AND/OR REMAND
AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT THEREOF
STACEY D. GEE, Respondent in this matter, (but Petitioner/Plaintiff in original State
Court divorce action) moves this Court for an order striking STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s Petition for
Removal and/or for an order remanding this action to the 422nd District Court of the State of
Texas, County of Kaufman, on the grounds that removal was improperly made and/or that this
Court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action. In support of this motion, STACEY
D. GEE tenders the following and accompany Appendix to her Motion (filed separately but herein
incorporated by reference to this motion for all purposes):
1. Removal was not timely:
a. Procedural History: This divorce action began on November 11, 2016. (See exhibit
“A”, Certified Copy of Divorce Petition, Page 2 of Appendix) STEVE S. GEE, JR. was served on
December 21, 2016. (See case summary attached to STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s Petition for Removal,
Page 32) STEVE S. GEE, JR. subsequently filed an answer within the divorce action in Cause No.
96435-422 on January 9, 2017. (See exhibit “B”, Certified Copy of Original Answer by Steve Gee,
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Jr., Page 13 of Appendix) Thereafter, appeared for entry of Temporary Orders and subjected
himself to the jurisdiction of the state district court. (See exhibit “C”, Certified Copy of Temporary
Orders, dated February 28, 2017, Page 15 of Appendix) Trial subsequently commenced on October
13, 2017, and was set to resume on April 10, 2018. (See exhibit “D”, Certified Copy of Reporter’s
Record, Pages 36, 55 of Appendix (Page 20, line 18 and Page 30 line 6, in original transcript))
b. Request to Strike and/or Removal: Removal of this action was not timely in that STEVE
S. GEE, JR.’s Notice of Removal was filed more than 30 days after the time the initial pleadings
were served on STEVE S. GEE, JR. STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s Notice of Removal was not filed until
April 5, 2018. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1447, STACEY D. GEE moves this court to strike STEVE
S. GEE, JR.’s petition and/or remand said cause back to the 422nd District Court of the State of
Texas, County of Kaufman, on the grounds that removal was improperly made as said request was
not timely.
2. District Court Lacks Subject Matter Jurisdiction:
If the court determines at any time that it lacks subject-matter jurisdiction, the court must
dismiss the action. Rule 12. Domestic relation issues, like divorce and child custody issues, are
within the purview of state district courts. Jurisdiction does not lie with federal district courts for
such matters. Wright v. Long, 16 F.3d 1226 (7th Cir. 1994). As such, it is proper for a federal
district court to sua sponte strike or remand on such basis. Any doubt about the propriety of
removal must be resolved in favor of remand. Gasch v. Hartford Acc. & Indent. Co., 491 F.3d 278,
(5th Cir. 2007). STACEY D. GEE moves this court to strike STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s petition and/or
remand said cause back to the 422nd District Court of the State of Texas, County of Kaufman, on
the grounds that the state district court is the only proper court of jurisdiction.
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3. Removal not proper as civil rights removal:
STEVE S. GEE, JR. asserts potential claims and removal pursuant to 28 USC § 1443. The
allegation of “potential claims” in the divorce context are insufficient to confer jurisdiction.
Federal district courts lack jurisdiction over any other potential grounds for federal jurisdiction,
including any potential jurisdiction over a lawsuit filed under a federal statute. The Supreme Court
has construed the "equal civil rights" language of 28 U.S.C. § 1443 to be limited to those rights
grounded in racial equality and have rejected the basis for removal proffered by STEVE S. GEE,
JR. Delavigne v. Delavigne, 530 F. 2d 598, (4th Cir. 1976), Georgia v. Rachel, 384 U.S. 780, 792
(1966); see also Peltier v. Peltier, 548 F.2d 1083, 1084 (1st Cir. 1977); Wilkins v. Rogers, 581
F.2d 399, 403 (4th Cir. 1978); Robertson v. Ball, 534 F.2d 63, 66 (5th Cir. 1976); Hunt v. Lamb,
427 F.3d 725, 727 (10th Cir. 2005); Jimenez v. Wizel, 644 F. App'x 868, 870 (11th Cir.), cert.
denied, 137 S. Ct. 203 (2016), see also Dunn v. Miller, No. 16-11817, USDC No. 3:16-CV-3213,
(5th Cir. 2017), unpublished opinion.
Furthermore, STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s only pleading, (Exhibit B, Page 13 of Appendix),
failed to raise any claims now asserted in his Petition for Removal. To perfect a claim for removal,
STEVE S. GEE, JR. was required to assert some pleading which “raise[d] issues of federal law
sufficient to support federal question jurisdiction.” Rodriguez v. Pacificare of Tex., Inc., 980 F.2d
1014, 1017 (5th Cir. 1993) No such claims have been raised at the trial court level.
4. Petition for Removal Constitutes an Impermissible trial amendment:
Within his Notice of Petition for Removal, STEVE S. GEE, JR. attempts to add claims and
parties to the original divorce action. He adds Adora L. Lockaby and the State of Texas as parties.
As set out in Exhibits A-D, neither have been parties to this suit. No claims have been asserted via
pleadings by STEVE S. GEE, JR. Adora L. Lockaby is the court appointed counselor for the child
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of the marriage. (See Exhibit C, Page 15, 20 of Appendix) STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s only pleading
in the state court action was the answer, as set out in Exhibit B. Trial commenced on October 13,
2017. (See Exhibit D, Page 55 of Appendix) STEVE S. GEE, JR. has not sought leave from the
state district court or federal district court to add the claims which he now asserts. A party may
amend its pleading only with the opposing party’s written consent or the court’s leave. In the case
at bar, STEVE S. GEE, JR. has failed to seek permission or consent for the requested amendments
mid-trial from a party or the trial court.
5. Request for Sanctions
This court should impose an appropriate sanction upon STEVE S. GEE, JR. since there
was no plausible basis for claiming that this court has jurisdiction on any basis over the causes of
action asserted in STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s petition. STEVE S. GEE, JR.’s timing of seeking a
removal mid-trial, approximately four days prior to trial resuming, constitutes a blatant attempt by
STEVE S. GEE, JR. to stall the divorce proceedings. As such, the notice of removal had the
purpose and effect of causing unnecessary delay and a needless increase in the cost of litigation.
STACEY D. GEE alleges that an appropriate sanction would include an order to pay the amount
of the reasonable expenses incurred by STACEY D. GEE in preparing and presenting this motion,
including a reasonable attorney’s fee. STACEY D. GEE, further moves the Court to order STEVE
S. GEE, JR. in this action, to pay to STACEY D. GEE all costs and expenses, including attorney’s
fees, incurred by STACEY D. GEE as a result of the removal.
Respectfully Submitted,
Cheney, Fernandez & Associates, P.C.
By: /s/ Brandi H. Fernandez
Brandi H. Fernandez
Texas Bar No. 00797576
Email: brandi@cheneylegal.com
1023 W. U.S. Highway 175, Suite B
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Crandall, Texas 75114
Tel. (972) 472-8658
Fax. (972) 472-8659
Attorney for Stacey D. Gee

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on April 6, 2018 a true and correct copy of the above and forgoing was served
to each party of record (namely Steve S. Gee Jr.) and each party of interest: Adora Lockaby, the
Texas Attorney General, and United States Attorney General. STEVE S. GEE, JR., Adora
Lockaby, and the State of Texas were served via electronic service. The United States Attorney
General was served via U.S. Mail.

/s/ Brandi H. Fernandez
Brandi H. Fernandez
Attorney for Stacey D. Gee

CERTIFICATE OF CONFERNENCE
On April 5 and 6, 2018, I conferenced or have attempted to conference via
phone, email, and letter with each party and each party alleged as a party of
interest. Adora Lockaby has no objection to the above. Due to the time contraints
of this motion, STACEY D. GEE does not yet know if STEVE S. GEE, JR., the
Texas Attorney General, or U.S. Attorney General, are opposed to or in support
of said motion.
/s/ Brandi H. Fernandez
Brandi H. Fernandez
Attorney for STACEY D. GEE
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHER DISTRICT OF TEXAS
DALLAS DIVISION
CASE NO. 3:18-cv-00833-D-BN
STEVE S. GEE, JR.,
Petitioner

v.
STATE OF TEXAS,
STACEY D. GEE, and
ADORA L. LOCKABY,
Respondents

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

In a removal from the 422nd District
Court of Kaufman County, Texas

State Case No.: 96435-422
Styled: In the Matter of the Marriage of
Gee, 422nd Judicial District Court
Judge B. Michel Chitty, Presiding

APPENDIX TO STACEY D. GEE’S
RESPONSE TO PETITION FOR REMOVAL
AND
MOTION TO STRIKE AND/OR REMAND
AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT THEREOF

LIST OF DOCUMENTS
1. Certified Copy of Original Petition for Divorce filed November 11, 2016
...................................................................................................... Tab A
2. Certified Copy of STEVE S. GEE JR.’s Answer to Divorce Petition filed
January 9, 2017 ............................................................................ Tab B
3. Certified Copy of Temporary Orders signed and entered on February 28,
2017. ............................................................................................ Tab C
4. Certified Copy of Reporter’s Record for hearing before 422nd Judicial
District Court on January 3, 2018 ................................................. Tab D
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Filed: 11/11/2016 2:32:32 PM
Rhonda Hughey,
District Clerk
Kaufman County, Texas
Brandy Thomas

96435-422

NO. _______
IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF

§
§
§
§
§_
§
§
§
§
§

STACEY DENISE GEE
AND
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE JR.
AND IN THE INTEREST OF
J.E.G., A CIDLD

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
Kaufman County - 422nd District Court

----- JUDICIAL DISTRICT

KAUFMAN COUNTY, TEXAS

ORIGINAL PETITION FOR DIVORCE
1.

Discovery Level
Discovery in thi� ca�e is intended to be conducted under level 2 of rule 190 of the Texas

RuJes of Civil Procedure.

2.

Parties
This suit is brought by STACEY DENISE GEE, Petitioner. The last three numbers of

STACEY DENISE GEE's driver's license number are
DENISE GEE's Social Security number are

. The last three numbers of STACEY

.

STEVEN SAMUEL GEE JR. is Respondent.

3.

Domicile
Petitioner has been a domiciliary of Texas for the preceding six-month period and a

resident of this county for the preceding ninety-day period.

4.

Service
Process should be served on Respondent at 923 West Yellow Jacket, Apt. 1406,

Rockwall, Texas.

5.

Protective Order Statement

2
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No protective order under title 4 ofthe Texas Family Code is in effect, and no application
for a protective order is pending with regard to the parties to this suit.

6.

Dates of Marriage and Separation
The parties were married on or about November 21, 1992 and ceased to live together as a

married couple on or about June 20, 2016.

7.

Grounds for Divorce
The marriage bas become insupportable because of discord or conflict of personalities

between Petitioner and Respondent that destroys the legitimate ends of the marriage relationship
and prevents any reasonable expectation of reconciliation.
Respondent is guilty of cruel treatment toward Petitioner of a nature that renders further
living together insupportable.

8.

Children of the Marriage
Petitioner and Respondent are parents of the following child of this marriage who is not

under the continuing jurisdiction of any other court:
Name: J

E

G

Sex: Female
Birth date:
There are no court-ordered conservatorships, court-ordered guardianships, or other court
ordered relationships affecting the child the subject ofth.is suit.
Information required by section 154.18l(b) of the Texas Family Code will be provided
upon request.
No property of consequence is owned or possessed by the ch.ild the subject ofthis suit.

2
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The appointment of Petitioner and Respondent as joint managing conservators would not
be in the best interest of the child.

Petitioner, on final hearing, should be appointed sole

managing conservator, with all the rights and duties of a parent sole managing conservator, and
Respondent should be ordered to make payments for the support of the child and to provide
medical child support in the manner specified by the Court. Petitioner requests that the payments
for. the support of the child survive the death of Respondent and become the obligation of
Respondent's estate.
9.

Division ofCommunity Property
Petitioner believes Petitioner and Respondent will enter into an agreement for the

division of their estate. If such an agreement is made, Petitioner requests the Court to approve
the agreement and divide their estate in a manner consistent with the agreement. If such an
agreement is not made, Petitioner requests the Court to divide their estate in a manner that the
Court deems just and right, as provided by law.
10.

Reimbursement
Petitioner requests the Court to reimburse Petitioner's separate estate for funds or assets

expended by Petitioner's separate estate for the benefit of the community. Those expenditures
resulted in a direct benefit to the community estate. Petitioner's separate estate has not been
adequately compensated for or benefited from the expenditure of those funds or assets, and a
failure by the Court to allow reimbursement to Petitioner's separate estate will result in an unjust
enrichment of the community estate at the expense of Petitioner's separate estate.
11.

Postdivorce Maintenance
Petitioner requests the Court to order that Petitioner be paid postdivorce maintenance for
a

a reasonable period in accordance with chapter 8 of the Texas Fmily Code.

3
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Requestfor Temporary Orders and Injunction
Petitioner requests the Court, after notice and hearing, to dispense with the issuance of a

bond, to make temporary orders and issue any appropriate temporary injunctions for the
preservation of the property and protection of the parties and for the safety and welfare of the
child of the marriage as deemed necessary and equitable. Petitioner requests that the Cow·t
enjoin Respondent from the following:
1.

Communicating in person or in any other manner, including by telephone or

another electronic voice transmission, video chat, in writing, or electronic messaging, with
Petitioner by use of vulgar, profane, obscene, or indecent language or in a coarse or offensive
manner.
2.

Threatening Petitioner in person or in any other manner, including, by telephone

or another electronic voice transmission, video chat, in writing, or electronic messaging, to take
unlawful action against any person.
3.

Placing one or more telephone calls, anonymously, at any unreasonable hour, in

an offensive and repetitious manner, or without a legitimate purpose of communication.
4.

Causing bodily injury to Petitioner or to a child of either party.

5.

Threatening Petitioner or a child of either party with imminent bodily injury.

6.

Destroying, removing, concealing, encumbering, transferring, or otherwise

harming or reducing the value of the property of one or both of the parties.
7.

Fabifying any writing or record, including an electronic record, relating to the

property of either party.
8.

Misrepresenting or refusing to disclose to Petitioner or to the Court, on proper

request, the existence, amount, or location of any tangible or intellectual property of one or both

4
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of the parties, including electronically stored or recorded information.
9.

Disturbing the peace of the child or of another party.

10.

Withdrawing the child from enrollment in the school or day-care facility where

the child is presently enrolled.
11.

Hiding or secreting the child from Petitioner.

12.

Making disparaging remarks regarding Petitioner or Petitioner's family in the

presence or within the hearing of the child.
13.

Consuming alcohol within the 6 hours before or during the period of possession

of or access to the child.
14.

Permitting an unrelated adult with whom Respondent has an intimate or dating

relationship to remain in the same residence with the child between the hours of 11 P.M. and 6
A.M.
13.

Request for Temporary Orders Concerning Use of Property
Petitioner requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the preservation of the property

and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders and issue any appropriate temporary
injunctions respecting the temporary use of the parties' property as deemed necessary and
equitable, including but not limited to the following:
Awarding Petitioner the exclusive use and possession of the residence located at 1003
Nueces Court, Forney, Texas 75126, as well as the furniture, furnishings, and other personal
property at that residence, while this case is pending, and enjoining Respondent from entering or
remaining on the premises of the residence and exercising possession or control of any of this
personal property, except as authorized by order of this Court.
Awarding Petitioner exclusive use and control of the

---------

and
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enjoining Respondent from entering, operating, or exercising control over it.
14.

Requestfor Temporary Orders Regarding Child
Petitioner requests the Court, after notice and hearing, to dispense with the necessity of a

bond and to make temporary orders and issue any appropriate temporary injunctions for the
safety and welfare of the child of the marriage as deemed necessary and equitable, including but
not limited to the following:
Appointing Petitioner temporary sole managing conservator.
Ordering Respondent to pay child support while this case is pending.
Enjoining Respondent from removing the child beyond a geographic area identified by
the Court, acting directly or in concert with others.
15.

Request for Interim Attorney's Fees and Temporary Support
Petitioner requests the Court, after notice and hearing, for the preservation of the property

and protection of the parties, to make temporary orders and issue any appropriate temporary
injunctions regarding attorney's fees and support as deemed necessary and equitable, including
but not limited to the following:
Petitioner requests that Respondent be ordered to pay reasonable interim attorney's fees
and expenses, including but not limited to fees for appraisals, accountants, actuaries, and so
fo11h. Petitioner is not in control of sufficient community assets to pay attorney's fees and
anticipated expenses.
Petitioner has insufficient income for support, and Petitioner requests the Court to order
Respondent to make payments for the support of Petitioner until a final decree is signed.
16.

Attorney's Fees, Expenses, Costs, and Interest
It was necessary for Petitioner to secure the services of Janice McKee, a licensed
6
7
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attorney, to prepare and prosecute this suit. To effect an equitable division of the estate of the
parties and as a part of the division, and for services rendered in connection with conservatorship
and support of the child, judgment for attorney's fees, expenses, and costs through trial and
appeal should be granted against Respondent and in favor of Petitioner for the use and benefit of
Petitioner's attorney and be ordered paid directly to Petitioner's attorney, who may enforce the
judgment in the attorney's own name. Petitioner requests postjudgment interest as allowed by
law.
17.

Prayer
Petitioner prays that citation and notice issue as required by law and that the Court grant a

divorce and all other relief requested in this petition.
Petitioner prays that the Court, after notice and hearing, grant a temporary injunction
enjoining Respondent, in conformity with the allegations of this petition, from the acts set forth
above while this case is pending.
Petitioner prays for attorney's fees, expenses, and costs as requested above.
Petitioner prays for general relief.
Respectfully submitted,
LAW OFFICE OF JANICE MCKEE
3001 Motley Drive, Ste. C
Mesquite, Texas 75150
Tel: (972) 681-5700
Fax: (972) 681-5706

cKee
arNo. 00791218 Texas
5 l@gmail.com
Attorney for Petitioner
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INDEX-09-167
KAUFMAN COUNTY STANDING ORDER REG.ARDTNG CHILDREN,
PROPERTY AND CONDUCT OF THE PARTfES TN FAMILY LAW CASES
No party to this lawsllit has requested this order. Rather, this order is a ·standing order of the
Kaufman County District Courts and County Courts at Law that applies in every divorce suit and
every suit affecting the parent-child relationship filed in Kaufman County. The District Courts and
the County Courts at Law of Kaufman County have adopted this order because the parties and their
children should be protected and their property preserved while the lawsuit is pending before the
court. Therefore it is ORDERED:

NO DISRUPTION OF CHILDREN,
Both parties arc ORDERED to refrain from doing the following acts conceming any
children who are subjects of this case:
I.
Removing the children from the State of Texas, acting directly or in concert with
others. without the written agreement of both parties or an order of this Court.
2.
Disrupting or withdrawing the children from the school or day-care facility where
the children are presently enrolled, without the written agreement of both ;:>arcnts or an order of this
Court.
J,
Hiding or secreting the children from the other purent or changing the children's
current place of abode, without the written agreement of both parents or an order of this Court.
4.

Disturbing the peace of the children.

5.
Making disparaging remarks about each other or the other person's family membcro,
including, but not limited ro 1 the children's grandparents, aunts, uncles, or stepparents, in the
presence or within the hearing of the children.
1

6.
Discussing with the children. or with any other person in the: presence cf tr.e
children, any litigation related to the children or lhc other party.
7.
If this is an original divorce oction, allowing an L1nrelatcd adult with whom the party
has an intimate or dating relationship to remain in the same residence with the children between the
hours of I 0:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

CONDUCT OF THE PARTIES DURING THE CASE.
Both parties arc ORDERED to refrain from doing the following acts:
I.
Using vulgar, profane, obscene, or indecent language, or a coarse or offensive
manner to communicate with the other party, whether in person, by telephone, in writing, or by
electronic transmission.
2.
Threatening the other party in person, b:,, telephone, in writing, or by electronic
transmission to take unlawful action against any person.
3.

Causing bodily injury to the other party or to a child of either party.

KAUFMAN COUNTY STANDING ORDER R.ECiARDl'NG CHILDREN. PROPERTY, AND CONDUCT OF
TH� PARTIES IN FAMILY LAW CASES·· Page I
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Threatening the other party or a child of either party with imminent bodily injury.

5.
Placing one or more telephone calls, at any unreasom1ble hour, in an offensive or
repetitious manner without a legitimate purpose of communication, or anonymously.
6.

Opening or diverting mail addressed to the other party.

PRESERVATION OF fROPER IT AND USE OF FUNDS DUR!NG DIVORCE CASE.
If this is a divorce case, both parries to the marriage arc ORDERED to refrain from doing
the following sets:
I.
Destroying. removing, concealing, encumbering, transferring, or otherwise harming
or reducing the value of the prorcrty of one or both of the parties.
2.
Misrepresenting or refusing to disclose to the other party vr to the Court, on proper
request, the existence, amount, or locution of any property of one or both of the parties.
3.
Damaging or destroying the tangible property of one or both of the parties,
including any document that represents or embodies anything of value,
4.
Tampering with the tangible property of one or both of the parties, including any
documents that represents or embodies anything of value, and causing pecuniary loss to the other
party.
5.
Selling, transferring, assigning, mortgaging, encumbering, or in any other manner
alienating any of the property of either party, whether personal property or real estate property, and
whether separate or community, except as specifically authorized by this order.
6.
Incurring any indebtedness, other than legal expense in connection with this suit,
except as specifically authorized by this order.
7.
Making wltl1drawals from any checking or savings account in any financial
institution foi any purpose, except as specifically authorized by th[s order.
8.
Spending any �\Im of cash in either party's possession or subject to either party's
control for any purpose, except as specifically authorized by this order.
9.
Withdrawing or harrowing in any manner for any purpose from any retirement,
profit�sharirig, pension, death, or other employee benefit plan or employee savings plan or from any
individual retirement account or Keogh account, except as specifically aurhorizcd by this order,
1 O.
Signing ot endorsing Lhe other pmty's name or any negotiable instrument, check, or
draft., Sllch as tax refunds, insurance payments, and dividends, or attempting to negotiate any
negotiable instrument payable to the other party without the personal signature of the other party.
I I.
other party.

Taking any action to terminate or limit credit or charge cards in the name of the

l 2.
Entering, operating, or exercising control over the motor vehicle in the pos!lcsi:ion of
the other party.
KAUFMAN COUNTY STANDING ORDER REGARDING C[·IILDREN, PROPERTY, AND CONDUCT OF
Tl-IE PART1ES JN FAMILY LAW CASES - Page 2
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Discontinuing or reducing the withholding for federal income taxes on wages or
13.
salary while this suit is pending.
Terminating or in any manner affecting the service of water, electricity, gas,
l 4.
telephone, cable television, or other contrnctual services such as security, pest control, landscaping,
or yard maintenance at the other party's residence or in any manner attempting to withdraw any
deposits for service in COhnoetion with such services.

15.

Jnterccpting or recording the other party's electronic communications.

16.

Excludi11g the other party from the use and enjoyment of t,e other party's residence.

1'£RSONA.l AND BUSI.NESS RECORDS IN DIVORCE CASE. "Records" means any tangible
document or recording and includes e-mail or other digital or eleclrnnic data, whether stored on n
computer hard drive, diskette, or other electronic storage device.
ff this is a divorce case, both parties to the marriage arc ORDERED to refrain from doing
the following acts:
Concealing or destroying any family records, property r�cords, financial records,
l.
business records, or any records of income, debt or other obligations.
2.

Falsi f)'ing any writing or record re fating to the prop�rty of either party,

INSURANCE IN DIVORCE C"ASE.
If this is a divorce case, both parties to the marriage arc ORDERED to refrain from doing
the following acts:

Withdrawing or borrowing in any manner all or any pnrt of the cash surrender value
I.
of life insurance policies on the life of either party, except as specifically authorized by this order.
Changing or in any manner altering the beneficiary designation on any life
2.
insurance on the life of either party or the parties' chi ldrcn.
3.

Canceling, altering, failing to renew or pay premiums, or in any manner affecting

the present level of coverage of any life, casualty, automobile. or health insurance policies insurin�

the parties' property or persons including the pa1tk:s' children.
SPECIFIC AUTHOR/7..ATJONS IN DIVORCE CASE.

l.f this is a divorce case, both pat1ies to the marriage are specifically authorized to do the
following:
To engage in acts reasonably and necessary to the conduct of that party's usual
I.
business and occupation.
To ·make expenditures and incur indebtedness for reason:1blc attorney's fees and
2.
expenses in connection with this su[t.

KAUFMAN COUNTY STANDING ORDER REGARDING CHILDREN, PROPERTY, AND CONDUCT OF
THE PA RT!ES IN FAMILY LAW CASES - Puge 3
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To make expenditures and incur indebtedness for reasonable and necessary living
3.
expenses for food, clothing, shelter, transportation and medical care.
To make withdrawals from accounts in financial institutions only for the purposes
4.
aurhorizcd by this order.
SER YICE AND APPLICATION OF THIS ORDER.

.._._,;.,\\\\tllltl:ltltJ:,,.�,,

/�\······• ...��
The Petitioner shall attach a copy of this order to the original petition and to each �,.,,
)�t
the petition. At the time the petition is filed, ifthe Petitioner has failed to attach a copy ofthi , :r...... .j.!?.
.
.
to the petition and any copy of the pctitlon, the Clerk shall ensure that a copy of this ordkt•,,ls,,,�,·
attached to the petition and every copy of che petition presented.
, · -:.--.
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ct. E

This order is effective upon the tiling of the original petition and shall remain in full fore�-��"
and effect as a temporary restraining order for fourteen days after the date of the filing of th'B .� i
original petition. lf no party contests this order l;,y presenting evidence at a hearing on or 91t:or� ·�
fourteen days after the date or the· filing of the origin.ii petition, this order shall continue fm rull
force and effect as a temporary injunction until further order of this court. This entire ordciti:�110 "
terminate and will no longcr be effective when the comt signs a final order or the case is dismi@eg. � ':: ,,,
Cl
:X�
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EFFECT OF OTHER. COURT ORDERS.
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Jf any part of this order is different from any part ofa protective order that has already bccn � g:� a., 'f'!i���
entered or is later entered, the protective order provisions prevail. Any part of this order not-g �--� �
changed by some later ordc;r remains in full force and effect until the court ;;igns a final decree.
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PARTIES ENCOUR.AGED TO MEDIATE.
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The parties arc encouraged to settle: their disputes amicably without court ntervfQition§§fhe :; c_--;
parties a�e encouraged I? u_sc al.rcrnativ dispute resolution methods, such as me .
�tto r�Jv�>;)
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·
the conflicts that may arise 1n this lawsuit.
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l3OND WAIVED.
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!T TS ORDERED that the requirement of a bond is waived.
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THIS KAUFMAN COUNTY STANDING ORDER REGARDING CHILDREN,
PROPERTY AND CONDUCT OP Tl·JE PARTIES SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE ON JUNE 15,

i�. �
Howard Tygrcl\, D stric Ju
rt
861h Judicial Dis '

C:
)

, Michael Chitty, District Judge
422"d Judicial District Court

orvillc '1/iley. Judge
County Coun at Law

David A. Lewis. Judge
Kaufman County Court at Law No. 2

KAUFMAN COUNTY STANDING ORDER REGARDING CHILDRF,N, PROPERTY, AND CONDUCT OF
THE PARTIES lN FAM/I., Y L.A W CASES- Page 4
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District Clerk
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Maria Olivares

CAUSE NO. 96435-422

IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

STACEY DENISE GEE AND
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.
AND IN THE INTEREST OF
J.E.G., A CHILD

422ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

KAUFMAN COUNTY, TEXAS

ORIGINAL ANSWER

STEVEN

SAMUEL

GEE,

(hereinafter

referred

Answer

Petitioner's

to

to

JR.,
as

Respondent

"Husband u ),

Original

this

in

files

Petition

cause,

this

Original

for

Divorce.

Petitioner in this matter is STACEY DENISE GEE,

(hereinafter

referred to as "Wife u ).
I.

Husband enters a general denial.
II.

Husband

specifically

denies

the

marriage

has

become

insupportable because of discord or conflict of personalities
between Husband and Wife that destroys the legitimate ends of
the

marriage

relationship

and

prevents

any

reasonable

expectation of reconciliation.

ORIGINAL ANSWER - Page 1
tr:clients /Gee, Steve/ pleadings/ answer
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III.
Husband
minor

child

requests
to

the

timely

Court order

attend

and

Husband,

participate

Wife and the
in

counseling

sessions for the family with a counselor agreed upon by Husband
and Wife.
Respectfully Submitted,

Isl Troy A. Reimer
TROY A. REIMER
Bar Card no. 24002819
947 W. Ralph Hall Parkway
Suite 101
Rockwall, Texas 75032
(972) 771-5660
troy.reimer@reimerlegalservices.com
Attorney for Husband,
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was
served on the following pursuant to the Texas Rules of Civil
Procedure on this 9th day of January, 2017,
By E-Mail to iu4051@gmail.com

Janice McKee
3001 Motley Drive, Ste. C
Mesquite, Texas 75150.

Isl Troy A. Reimer
Troy A. Reimer
Attorney for Husqand

-i:

OF TEXAS
'UFMAN
, rtork cf Kaulma,1

ORIGINAL ANSWER - Page 2
tr:clients/Gee, Steve/ pleadings/answer
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NOTICE: THIS DOCUMENT
CONTAINS SENSITIVE DATA

I ,. ;, ....)

NO. 96435-422

, ..

IN THE MATTER OF
THE MARRIAGE OF

§
§
§
§
§
§

STACEY DENISE GEE
AND
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.

§
§
§

AND IN THE INTEREST OF
J.E.G., A CHILD

IN THE DISTRICT

·· · · · ,

f·�ui���i?':"'�·i.-y
. '

'�

' .

422ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

KAUFMAN COUNTY, TEXAS

TEMPORARY ORDERS
On this date the Court considered Petitioner's motion for temporary orders.
Appearances

Petitioner, STACEY DENISE GEE, appeared in person and by through her attorney of
record, Brandi H. Fernandez, and announced ready.
Respondent, STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR., appeared m person and by through his
attorney of record, Troy Reimer, and announced ready.
Jurisdiction
The Court, after examining the record and the agreement of the parties and hearing the
evidence and argument of counsel, finds that all necessary prerequisites of the law have been
legally satisfied and that the Court has jurisdiction of this case and of all the parties.
Child
The following orders are for the safety and welfare and m the best interest of the
following child:
Name: J

E

G

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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Sex: Female
Birth date:
Conservators/tip
IT IS ORDERED that STACEY DENISE GEE and STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. are
appointed Temporary Joint Managing Conservators of the following child: J
G

E

.
IT IS ORDERED that, at all times, STACEY DENISE GEE, as a parent temporary joint

managing conservator, shall have the following rights:
1.
the right to receive information from any other conservator of the child
concerning the health, education, and welfare of the child;
2.
the right to confer with the other parent to the extent possible before making a
decision concerning the health, education, and welfare of the child;
3.
the child;
4.

the right of access to medical, dental, psychological, and educational records of
the right to consult with a physician, dentist, or psychologist of the child;

5.
the right to consult with school officials concerning the child's welfare and
educational status, including school activities;
6.

the right to attend school activities;

7.
the right to be designated on the child's records as a person to be notified in case
of an emergency;
8.
the right to consent to medical, dental, and surgical treatment during an
emergency involving an immediate danger to the health and safety of the child; and
9.
the right to manage the estate of the child to the extent the estate has been created
by the parent or the parent's family.
IT IS ORDERED that, at all times, STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR., as a parent temporary
joint managing conservator, shall have the following rights:
1.

the right to receive information from any other conservator of the child

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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concerning the health, education, and welfare of the child;
2.
the right to confer with the other parent to the extent possible before making a
decision concerning the health, education, and welfare of the child;
3.
the child;
4.

the right of access to medical, dental, psychological, and educational records of
the right to consult with a physician, dentist, or psychologist of the child;

5.
the right to consult with school officials concerning the child's welfare and
educational status, including school activities;
6.

the right to attend school activities;

7.
the right to be designated on the child's records as a person to be notified in case
of an emergency;
8.
the right to consent to medical, dental, and surgical treatment during an
emergency involving an immediate danger to the health and safety of the child; and
the right to manage the estate of the child to the extent the estate has been created
9.
by the parent or the parent's family.
IT IS ORDERED that, at all times, STACEY DENISE GEE and STEVEN SAMUEL
GEE, JR., as parent temporary joint managing conservators, shall each have the following duties:
1.
the duty to inform the other conservator of the child in a timely manner of
significant information concerning the health, education, and welfare of the child;
2.
the duty to inform the other conservator of the child if the conservator resides
with for at least thirty days, marries, or intends to marry a person who the conservator knows is
registered as a sex offender under chapter 62 of the Code of Criminal Procedure or is currently
charged with an offense for which on conviction the person would be required to register under
that chapter. IT IS ORDERED that this information shall be tendered in the form of a notice
made as soon as practicable, but not later than the fortieth day after the date the conservator of
the child begins to reside with the person or on the tenth day after the date the marriage occurs,
as appropriate. IT IS ORDERED that the notice must include a description of the offense that is
the basis of the person's requirement to register as a sex offender or of the offense with which the
person is charged.
WARNING:
A CONSERVATOR COMMITS AN OFFENSE
PUNISHABLE AS A CLASS C MISDEMEANOR IF THE CONSERVATOR FAILS TO
PROVIDE THIS NOTICE; and
3.

the duty to inform the other conservator of the child if the conservator establishes

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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a residence with a person who the conservator knows is the subject of a final protective order
sought by an individual other than the conservator that is in effect on the date the residence with
the person is established, or the conservator resides with or allows unsupervised access to a
child, by a person who is the subject of a final protective order sought by the conservator after
the expiration of 60-day period following the date the final protective order is issued, or the
conservator is the subject of a final protective order issued after the date of the order establishing
conservatorship. IT IS ORDERED that this information shall be tendered in the form of a notice
made as soon as practicable, but not later than the thirtieth day after the date the conservator of
the child establishes residence with the person who is the subject of the final protective order, or
the ninetieth day after the date the final protective order was issued if the conservator of the child
resides with or allows unsupervised access to the person who is the subject of a final protective
order sought by the conservator, or the thirtieth day after the date the final protective order issued
against the conservator which is issued after the date of the order establishing conservatorship, as
appropriate. WARNING: A CONSERVATOR COMMITS AN OFFENSE PUNISHABLE AS
A CLASS C MISDEMEANOR IF THE CONSERVATOR FAILS TO PROVIDE THIS
NOTICE.
IT IS ORDERED that, during her periods of possession, STACEY DENISE GEE, as
parent temporary joint managing conservator, shall have the following rights and duties:
1.

the duty of care, control, protection, and reasonable discipline of the child;

the duty to support the child, including providing the child with clothing, food,
2.
shelter, and medical and dental care not involving an invasive procedure;
the right to consent for the child to medical and dental care not involving an
3.
invasive procedure; and
4.

the right to direct the moral and religious training of the child.

IT IS ORDERED that, during his periods of possession, STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.,
as parent temporary joint managing conservator, shall have the following rights and duties:
l.

the duty of care, control, protection, and reasonable discipline of the child;

the duty to support the child, including providing the child with clothing, food,
2.
shelter, and medical and dental care not involving an invasive procedure;
3.
the right to consent for the child to medical and dental care not involving an
invasive procedure; and
4.

the right to direct the moral and religious training of the child.

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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IT IS ORDERED that STACEY DENISE GEE, as a parent temporary joint managing
conservator, shall have the following rights and duty:
1.

the exclusive right to designate the primary residence of the child;

2.
the independent right to consent to medical, dental, and surgical treatment
involving invasive procedures;
child;

3.

the independent right to consent to psychiatric and psychological treatment of the

4.
the exclusive right to receive and give receipt for periodic payments for the
support of the child and to hold or disburse these funds for the benefit of the child;
5.
the independent right to represent the child in legal action and to make other
decisions of substantial legal significance concerning the child;
6.
the independent right to consent to marriage and to enlistment in the armed forces
of the United States;
7.

the independent right to make decisions concerning the child's education;

8.
except as provided by section 264.0 l 11 of the Texas Family Code, the
independent right to the services and earnings of the child;
9.
except when a guardian of the child's estate or a guardian or attorney ad !item has
been appointed for the child, the independent right to act as an agent of the child in relation to the
child's estate if the child's action is required by a state, the United States, or a foreign
government; and
10.
the independent duty to manage the estate of the child to the extent the estate has
been created by community property or the joint property of the parent.
IT lS ORDERED that STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR., as a parent temporary joint
managing conservator, shall have the following rights and duty:
I.
the independent right to consent to medical, dental, and surgical treatment
involving invasive procedures;
child;

2.

the independent right to consent to psychiatric and psychological treatment of the

3.

the independent right to represent the child in legal action and to make other

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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decisions of substantial legal significance concerning the child;
4.
the independent right to consent to marriage and to enlistment in the armed forces
of the United States;
5.

the independent right to make decisions concerning the child's education;

6.
except as provided by section 264.0111 of the Texas Family Code, the
independent right to the services and ·earnings of the child;
7.
except when a guardian of the child's estate or a guardian or attorney ad !item has
been appointed for the child, the independent right to act as an agent of the child in relation to the
child's estate if the child's action is required by a state, the United States, or a foreign
government; and
8.
the independent duty to manage the estate of the child to the extent the estate has
been created by community property or the joint property of the parents.

Possession and Access
The Court finds that the following provisions of this Possession Order are in the best
interest of the child and each conservator shall comply with all terms and conditions of this
Possession Order. IT IS ORDERED that this Possession Order is effective immediately and
applies to all periods of possession occurring on and after the date the Court signs this Possession
Order. IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED:
It is ordered that STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall have possession of the child at any
time mutually agreed upon by the parties. In the absence of mutual agreement, IT IS ORDERED
that STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall have the right to possession of the child as follows:

c_o_,.....,_,\.,C.-
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It is ordered that STACEY DENISE GEE shall have possession of the child at any time not
specifically designated for STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.
Personal Effects - Each conservator is ORDERED to return with the child the personal
effects that the child brought at the beginning of the period of possession.
lnability to Exercise Possession - Each party is ORDERED to give reasonable advance
notice to the other party on each occasion that he will be unable to exercise his right of
possession for any specified period.
This concludes the Possession Order.
The periods of possession ordered above apply to the child the subject of this suit while
that child is under the age of eighteen years and not otherwise emancipated.
Child Support

IT IS ORDERED that c:.�t .... .__...._ Gt<--<.,'3"..-. pay to � ... c..:1
support of J
and payable on

E

�.-c,"" , ,

G
�o\""\

� •�

for the

$ , '-\ oo · Q..£> per month, with the first payment being due
and a like payment being due and payable on the first day
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of each month thereafter until further order of this Court.
Withholding from Earnings
IT IS ORDERED that any employer of STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall be ordered to

� � �: � C.'-'"·\.u. � ......." ,.,.._+ \-

\�-t.\c,, ... �$.

""\\,"'""'61 �

t""e�;.\,.

�

wjthha(d from earnings for chila support from che di�posabie earnings of SIEvEN SAMUE

mployer shall constitute

amings shall discharge the child su
redited against the child su ort obligation is less than I 00 perce
paid by this order, t

�
-r- _
IA·�

'-� .. ""�

alance due remains an obligation of STEVEN SAM

RED that STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. pay the balance due direct!
disbursement unit specified below.

ents shall be made through the state disbursement unit at
Texas Child Support Disbursement Unit, P.O. Box 659791, San Antonio, Texas 78265-

isbursement unit and any other agency statutorily authorized to c
Change of Employment
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall notify this Court
and STACEY DENISE GEE by U.S. certified mail, return receipt requested, of any change of
address and of any termination of employment. This notice shall be given no later than seven
days after the change of address or the termination of employment. This notice or a subsequent
notice shall also provide the current address of STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. and the name and
address of his current employer, whenever that information becomes available.
Clerk's Duties
IT IS ORDERED that, on the request of a prosecuting attorney, the title IV-D agency, the
friend of the Court, a domestic relations office, STACEY DENISE GEE, STEVEN SAMUEL
GEE, JR., or an attorney representing STACEY DENISE GEE or STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.,
the clerk of this Court shall cause a certified copy of the Income Withholding for Support to be
delivered to any employer.
Health Care
1.

IT IS ORDERED that STACEY DENISE GEE and STEVEN SAMUEL GEE,

JR. shall each provide medical support for the child as set out in this order as additional child
support for as long as the Court may order STACEY DENISE GEE and STEVEN SAMUEL
GEE, JR. to provide support for the child under sections 154.00 I and 154.002 of the Texas
Family Code. Beginning on the day STACEY DENISE GEE and STEVEN SAMUEL GEE,
JR.'s actual or potential obligation to support the child under sections 154.00 I and 154.002 of the
Family Code terminates, IT IS ORDERED that ST ACEY DENISE GEE and STEVEN
SAMUEL GEE, JR. are discharged from the obligations set forth in this medical support order,
except for any failure by a parent to fully comply with those obligations before that date.
2.

Definitions -

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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"Health Insurance" means insurance coverage that provides basic health-care services,
including usual physician services, office visits, hospitalization, and laboratory, X-ray, and
emergency services, that may be provided through a health maintenance organization or other
private or public organization, other than medical assistance under chapter 32 of the Texas
Human Resources Code.
"Reasonable cost" means the cost of health insurance coverage for a child that does not
exceed 9 percent of STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.'s annual resources, as described by section
154.062(b) of the Texas Family Code.
"Reasonable and necessary health-care expenses not paid by insurance and incurred by or
on behalf of a child" include, without limitation, any copayments for office visits or prescription
drugs, the yearly deductible, if any, and medical, surgical, prescription drug, mental health-care
services, dental, eye care, ophthalmological, and orthodontic charges. These reasonable and
necessary health-care expenses do not include expenses for travel to and from the health-care
provider or for nonprescription medication.
"Furnish" means a.

to hand deliver the document by a person eighteen years of age or older
either to the recipient or to a person who is eighteen years of age or older
and permanently resides with the recipient;

b.

to deliver the document to the recipient by certified mail, return receipt
requested, to the recipient's last known mailing or residence address; or

c.

to deliver the document to the recipient at the recipient's last known
mailing or residence address using any person or entity whose principal
business is that of a courier or deliverer of papers or documents either

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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within or outside the United States.
3.

Findings on Health Insurance Availability- Having considered the cost,

accessibility, and quality of health insurance coverage available to the parties, the Court finds:
Health insurance is available to STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. at a reasonable cost from
another source, including the program under section 154.1826 of the Texas Family Code to
provide health insurance in title N-D cases.
IT IS FURTHER FOUND that the following orders regarding health-care coverage are in
the best interest of the child.
4.

Provision of Health-Care Coverage -

As additional child support, STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is ORDERED to continue to
maintain health insurance for the child who is the subject of this suit that covers basic health-care
services, including usual physician services, office visits, hospitalization, laboratory, X-ray, and
emergency services.
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is ORDERED to maintain such health insurance in full
force and effect on the child who is the subject of this suit as long as child support is payable for
that child. STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is ORDERED to convert any group insurance to
individual coverage or obtain other health insurance for the child within fifteen days of
termination of his employment or other disqualification from the group insurance. STEVEN
SAMUEL GEE, JR. is ORDERED to exercise any conversion options or acquisition of new
health insurance in such a manner that the resulting insurance equals or exceeds that in effect
immediately before the change.
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is ORDERED to furnish STACEY DENISE GEE a true
and correct copy of the health insurance policy or certification and a schedule of benefits within
TEMPORARY ORDERS
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10 days of the signing of this order. STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is ORDERED to furnish
STACEY DENISE GEE the insurance cards and any other forms necessary for use of the
insurance within 10 days of the signing of this order.

STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is

ORDERED to provide, within three days of receipt by him, to ST ACEY DENISE GEE any
insurance checks, other payments, or explanations of benefits relating to any medical expenses
for the child that ST ACEY DENISE GEE paid or incurred.
Pursuant to section 1504.051 of the Texas Insurance Code, IT IS ORDERED that if
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is eligible for dependent health coverage but fails to apply to
obtain coverage for the child, the insurer shall enroll the child on application of STACEY
DENISE GEE or others as authorized by law.
Pursuant to section 154.183( c) of the Texas Family Code, the reasonable and necessary
health-care expenses of the child that are not reimbursed by health insurance are allocated as
follows: STACEY DENISE GEE is ORDERED to pay 50 percent and STEVEN SAMUEL
GEE, JR. is ORDERED to pay 50 percent of the unreimbursed health-care expenses if, at the
time the expenses are incurred, STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. is providing health insurance as
ordered.
The party who incurs a health-care expense on behalf of the child is ORDERED to
furnish to the other party all forms, receipts, bills, statements, and explanations of benefits
reflecting the uninsured portion of the health-care expenses within thirty days after he or she
receives them. The nonincurring party is ORDERED to pay his or her percentage of the
uninsured portion of the health-care expenses either by paying the health-care provider directly
or by reimbursing the incurring party for any advance payment exceeding the incurring party's
percentage of the uninsured portion of the health-care expenses within thirty days after the
TEMPORARY ORDERS
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nonincurring party receives the forms, receipts, bills, statements, and explanations of benefits.
These provisions apply to all unreimbursed health-care expenses of the child who is the
subject of this suit that are incurred while child support is payable for the child.
5.

Secondary Coverage - IT IS ORDERED that if a party provides secondary health

insurance coverage for the child, both parties shall cooperate fully with regard to the handling
and filing of claims with the insurance carrier providing the coverage in order to maximize the
benefits available to the child and to ensure that the party who pays for health-care expenses for
the child is reimbursed for the payment from both carriers to the fullest extent possible.
6.

Compliance with Insurance Company Requirements - Each party is ORDERED to

conform to all requirements imposed by the terms and conditions of the policy of health
insurance covering the child in order to assure the maximum reimbursement or direct payment
by the insurance company of the incurred health-care expense, including but not limited to
requirements for advance notice to any carrier, second opinions, and the like. Each party is
ORDERED to use "preferred providers," or services within the health maintenance organization,
if applicable. Disallowance of the bill by a health insurer shall not excuse the obligation of either
party to make payment. Excepting emergency health-care expenses incurred on behalf of the
child, if a party incurs health-care expenses for the child using "out-of-network" health-care
providers or services, or fails to follow the health insurance company procedures or
requirements, that party shall pay all such health-care expenses incurred absent (I) written
agreement of the parties allocating such health-care expenses or (2) further order of the Court.
7.

Claims - Except as provided in this paragraph, the party who is not carrying the

health insurance policy covering the child is ORDERED to furnish to the party carrying the
policy, within fifteen days of receiving them, any and all forms, receipts, bills, and statements
TEMPORARY ORDERS
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reflecting the health-care expenses the party not carrying the policy incurs on behalf of the child.
In accordance with section 1204.251 and I 504.055(a) of the Texas Insurance Code, IT IS
ORDERED that the party who is not carrying the health insurance policy covering the child, at
that party's option, may file any claims for health-care expenses directly with the insurance
carrier with and from whom coverage is provided for the benefit of the child and receive
payments directly from the insurance company.

Further, for the sole purpose of section

1204.251 of the Texas Insurance Code, STACEY DENISE GEE is designated the managing
conservator or possessory conservator of the child.
The party who is carrying the health insurance policy covering the child is ORDERED to
submit all forms required by the insurance company for payment or reimbursement of health
care expenses incurred by either party on behalf of the child to the insurance carrier within
fifteen days of that party's receiving any form, receipt, bill, or statement reflecting the expenses.
8.

Constructive Trust for Payments Received - IT IS ORDERED that any insurance

payments received by a party from the health insurance carrier as reimbursement for health-care
expenses incurred by or on behalf of the child shall belong to the party who paid those expenses.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the party receiving the insurance payments is designated a
constructive trustee to receive any insurance checks or payments for health-care expenses paid
by the other party, and the party carrying the policy shall endorse and forward the checks or
payments, along with any explanation of benefits received, to the other party within three days of
receiving them.
9.

WARNING

-

A

PARENT

ORDERED

TO

PROVIDE

HEALTH

INSURANCE OR TO PAY THE OTHER PARENT ADDITIONAL CHILD SUPPORT
FOR THE COST OF HEALTH INSURANCE WHO FAILS TO DO SO IS LIABLE FOR
TEMPORARY ORDERS
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NECESSARY MEDICAL EXPENSES OF THE CHILD, WITHOUT REGARD TO
WHETHER THE EXPENSES WOULD HAVE BEEN PAID IF HEALTH INSURANCE
HAD BEEN PROVIDED, AND FOR THE COST OF HEALTH INSURANCE
PREMIUMS OR CONTRIBUTIONS, IF ANY, PAID ON BEHALF OF THE CHILD.
10.

Miscellaneous Health Care Provisions -

Each parent will deliver the medications of the child to the other parent at the beginning
of the other parent's parenting time, unless the medications have been divided by the phannacist
into two containers that provide appropriate dosages and administrations to cover the time with
each parent or unless two prescriptions can be obtained.
No Termination of Orders on Death of Obligee
An obligation to pay child support under this order does not terminate on the death of
STACEY DENISE GEE but continues as an obligation to JERICHO EDEN GEE.
Injunction
The Court finds that, based on the public policy considerations stated in section 153.001
of the Texas Family Code, and the agreement of the parties that it is in the best interests of the
child that the following temporary injunction be issued and related orders be entered.
IT IS ORDERED that the parties and their agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and
those persons in active concert or participation with them who receive actual notice of this order
by personal service or otherwise are temporarily enjoined from:
1.

Communicating with the other party in person or in any other manner, including

by telephone or another electronic voice transmission, video chat, in writing, or electronic
messaging, by use of vulgar, profane, obscene, or indecent language or in a coarse or offensive
manner.
TEMPORARY ORDERS
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Threatening the other party in person or in any other manner, including, by

telephone or another electronic voice transmission, video chat, in writing, or electronic
messaging, to take unlawful action against any person.
3.

Placing one or more telephone calls, anonymously, at any unreasonable hour, to

the other party, in an offensive and repetitious manner, or without a legitimate purpose of
communication.
4.

Causing bodily injury to the other party.

5.

Threatening the other party with imminent bodily injury.

6.

Disturbing the peace of the child or of any other party.

7.

Hiding or secreting the child from the other party.

8.

Making disparaging remarks regarding the other party or the other party's family

in the presence or within the hearing of the child.
9.

Consuming alcohol within the 8 hours before or during the period of possession

of or access to the child.

or�,

THE "KAUFMAN COUNTY STANDING ORDER REGARDING CHILDREN,
PROPERTY AND CONDUCT OF THE PARTIES" INCORPORATED HEREIN BY
REFERENCE SHALL CONTINUE IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT UNTIL FURTHER
ORDER OF THIS COURT. THIS ORDER IS IMMEDIATELY BINDING ON
TEMPORARY ORDERS
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PETITIONER AND RESPONDENT; ALSO ON PETITIONER'S AND RESPONDENT'S
AGENTS, SERVANTS, AND EMPLOYEES; AND ON THOSE PERSONS IN ACTIVE
CONCERT OR PARTICIPATION WITH THEM WHO RECEIVE ACTUAL NOTICE
OF THIS ORDER BY PERSONAL SERVICE OR OTHERWISE.
Service of Writ

Petitioner and Respondent waive issuance and service of the writ of injunction, by
stipulation or as evidenced by the signatures below.

IT IS ORDERED that Petitioner and

Respondent shall be deemed to be duly served with the writ of injunction.
Required Notices
EACH PERSON WHO IS A PARTY TO THIS ORDER IS ORDERED TO
NOTIFY EACH OTHER PARTY, THE COURT, AND THE STATE CASE REGISTRY
OF ANY CHANGE IN THE PARTY'S CURRENT RESIDENCE ADDRESS, MAILING
ADDRESS, HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER, NAME OF EMPLOYER, ADDRESS OF
EMPLOYMENT, DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER, AND WORK TELEPHONE
NUMBER. THE PARTY IS ORDERED TO GIVE NOTICE OF AN INTENDED
CHANGE IN ANY OF THE REQUIRED INFORMATION TO EACH OTHER PARTY,
THE COURT, AND THE STATE CASE REGISTRY ON OR BEFORE THE 60TH DAY
BEFORE THE INTENDED CHANGE. IF THE PARTY DOES NOT KNOW OR COULD
NOT HAVE KNOWN OF THE CHANGE IN SUFFICIENT TIME TO PROVIDE 60DAY NOTICE, THE PARTY IS ORDERED TO GIVE NOTICE OF THE CHANGE ON
OR BEFORE THE FJFfH DAY AFTER THE DATE THAT THE PARTY KNOWS OF
THE CHANGE.
THE DUTY TO FURNISH THIS INFORMATION TO EACH OTHER PARTY,
THE COURT, AND THE STATE CASE REGISTRY CONTINUES AS LONG AS ANY
PERSON, BY VIRTUE OF THIS ORDER, IS UNDER AN OBLIGATION TO PAY
CHILD SUPPORT OR ENTITLED TO POSSESSION OF OR ACCESS TO A CHILD.
FAILURE BY A PARTY TO OBEY THE ORDER OF THIS COURT TO
PROVIDE EACH OTHER PARTY, THE COURT, AND THE STATE CASE REGISTRY
WITH THE CHANGE IN THE REQUIRED INFORMATION MAY RESULT IN
FURTHER LITIGATION TO ENFORCE THE ORDER, INCLUDING CONTEMPT OF
COURT. A FINDING OF CONTEMPT MAY BE PUNISHED BY CONFINEMENT IN
JAIL FOR UP TO SIX MONTHS, A FINE OF UP TO $500 FOR EACH VIOLATION,
AND A MONEY JUDGMENT FOR PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COURT
COSTS.
Notice shall be given to the other party by delivering a copy of the notice to the
party by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. Notice shall be given to the
TEMPORARY ORDERS
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Court by delivering a copy of the notice either in person to the clerk of this Court or by
registered or certified mail addressed to the clerk at 100 W. Mulberry, Kaufman, Texas
75142. Notice shall be given to the state case registry by mailing a copy of the notice to
State Case Registry, Contract Services Section, MC046S, P.O. Box 12017, Austin, Texas
78711-2017.
NOTICE TO ANY PEACE OFFICER OF THE STATE OF TEXAS: YOU MAY
USE REASONABLE EFFORTS TO ENFORCE THE TERMS OF CHILD CUSTODY
SPECIFIED IN THIS ORDER. A PEACE OFFICER WHO RELIES ON THE TERMS
OF A COURT ORDER AND THE OFFICER'S AGENCY ARE ENTITLED TO THE
APPLICABLE IMMUNITY AGAINST ANY CLAIM, CIVIL OR OTHERWISE,
REGARDING THE OFFICER'S GOOD FAITH ACTS PERFORMED IN THE SCOPE
OF THE OFFICER'S DUTIES IN ENFORCING THE TERMS OF THE ORDER THAT
RELATE TO CHILD CUSTODY. ANY PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY PRESENTS
FOR ENFORCEMENT AN ORDER THAT IS INVALID OR NO LONGER IN EFFECT
COMMITS AN OFFENSE TBAT MAY BE PUNISHABLE BY CONFINEMENT IN
JAIL FOR AS LONG AS TWO YEARS AND A FINE OF AS MUCH AS $10,000.
Warnings to Parties
WARNINGS TO PARTIES: FAILURE TO OBEY A COURT ORDER FOR
CHILD SUPPORT OR FOR POSSESSION OF OR ACCESS TO A CHILD MAY
RESULT IN FURTHER LITIGATION TO ENFORCE THE ORDER, INCLUDING
CONTEMPT OF COURT. A FINDING OF CONTEMPT MAY BE PUNISHED BY
CONFINEMENT IN JAIL FOR UP TO SIX MONTHS, A FINE OF UP TO $500 FOR
EACH VIOLATION, AND A MONEY JUDGMENT FOR PAYMENT OF ATTORNEY'S
FEES AND COURT COSTS.
FAILURE OF A PARTY TO MAKE A CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENT TO THE
PLACE AND IN THE MANNER REQUIRED BY A COURT ORDER MAY RESULT IN
THE PARTY'S NOT RECEIVING CREDIT FOR MAKING THE PAYMENT.
FAILURE OF A PARTY TO PAY CHILD SUPPORT DOES NOT JUSTIFY
DENYING THAT PARTY COURT-ORDERED POSSESSION OF OR ACCESS TO A
CHILD. REFUSAL BY A PARTY TO ALLOW POSSESSION OF OR ACCESS TO A
CHILD DOES NOT JUSTIFY FAILURE TO PAY COURT-ORDERED CHILD
SUPPORT TO THAT PARTY.
Use of Property and Temporary Division of Obligations
The Court finds that the following orders respecting the property and parties are necessary
and equitable.
IT IS ORDERED that each party will have the exclusive use of the vehicle(s) designated

TEMPORARY ORDERS
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below:
a.

ST ACEY DENISE GEE shall have the exclusive and private use of:

b.

STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall have the exclusive and private use of:

IT IS ORDERED that each party will have the exclusive use of the certain real property
designated below:
a.

STACEY DENISE GEE shall have the exclusive and private use of:
3:1,.,.e

..,._o..r:\-\.

b.

.c-�,-,c:.la,,,,..y_

..,.\r.-;c.V"\

\�--�� c:.'-'-.-.-eC'\¾

occ. ...pie."i,

STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall have the exclusive and private use of:
1--.....c.

0..90....-'-r""'<l.�

�--"•cMIN\et, �'-'-.o..., �� ...� �......... rQ"'1 •<'c:c.'4.9 � e<;.

IT IS ORDERED that each party will have the exclusive use of the certain personal
property designated below:
a.
0.."'j

b.

STACEY DENISE GEE shall have the exclusive and private use of:
e� ... �-s--r.-.--.-s c.,....c-r-c,"-+'1 �" ��-e� �:cs""e��-....... .
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall have the exclusive and private use of:

IT IS ORDERED that each party will have the exclusive use of the certain personal
property designated below:
a.
ST ACEY DENISE GEE shall be responsible for the following debts or financial
obligations:

('b°'.)

i
...___:..a

\,..._,;....._c--u....,c4;?,

�

i...e..-

�J �
(J...J

b.

'o·,\\

��e...)..·A,

,,,.,,.._
.,.e_......_";c..'Q�
5..,
co ... e.-� �•,...

�

c�s.

-.,::.":�e�
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���e.
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u..�
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-:

v--0...--c..

STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR. shall be responsible for the following debts or

(g\
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financial obligations:

It is further ordered:

Duration
These Temporary Orders shall continue in force until the signing of the Final Decree of
Divorce or until further order of this Court.

-

SIGNED on

JUDGE PRESIDING

..

===-

/
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AP-PROVED AS TO FORM ONLY:
By:�t777-et.
Brandi H. Fema_,,,,....-..,.
Attorney for

oy imer
Attorney for Respondent

'-
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1

REPORTER'S RECORD
VOLUME 1 OF 1
TRIAL COURT CAUSE NO. 96435-422

2
3
4
5

IN THE MATTER OF THE
MARRIAGE OF
STACEY DENISE GEE
AND
STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.

)
)
)
)
)

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
KAUFMAN COUNTY, TEXAS
422ND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

6
***************************
TRO/TEMPORARY ORDERS, MOTION TO QUASH
***************************

7
8
9

On the 30th day of January, 2018 the following

10

proceedings came on to be heard in the above-entitled and

11

numbered cause before the Honorable B. Michael Chitty, Judge

12

presiding, held in Kaufman, Kaufman County, Texas:

13
14

Proceedings reported by stenographic
shorthand.

15
16

A P P E A R A N C E S:

17

BRANDI FERNANDEZ
SBOT#00797576
1023 West Highway 175, Suite B
Crandall, Texas 75114
Telephone: 972-472-8658
ATTORNEY FOR THE PETITIONER

18
19
20
21

STEVEN SAMUEL GEE, JR.
PRESENT WITHOUT ATTORNEY OF RECORD JASON NAUMANN

22
23
24
25
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1

VOLUME #1

2

TRO/TEMPORARY ORDERS, MOTION TO QUASH

3
4

January 30, 2018

5
6
WITNESS INDEX
7
8

PETITIONER'S
NONE

DIRECT

RESPONDENT'S
NONE

DIRECT

CROSS

REDIRECT

RECROSS

9
10
11

CROSS

REDIRECT RECROSS

12
13
14
15

EXHIBIT INDEX

16
17

PETITIONER'S
NONE

DESCRIPTION

OFFERED

ADMITTED

RESPONDENT'S
NONE

DESCRIPTION

OFFERED

ADMITTED

18
19
20
21
22
23

Adjournment. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PAGE
39

24

Court Reporter's Certificate . . . . .

40

25
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1

-oOo-

2

PROCEEDINGS

3

THE COURT:

I know we have a motion to withdraw

4

that I saw that was set for hearing I believe maybe in a day

5

or two?

6

MS. FERNANDEZ:

7

MR. GEE:

8

MS. FERNANDEZ:

9

Two days, Thursday.

MR. GEE:

11

MS. FERNANDEZ:

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. GEE:

14

THE COURT:

Oh yeah.
Right.

Are you here on behalf of Mr. Gee?
Oh, I am Mr. Gee.
You are Mr. Gee.

Do you have a new

lawyer?
MR. GEE:

16

I haven't retained him yet.

17

waiting for Jason to roll off.

18

assistant.

19

I know it was -- I thought it

was Thursday is when it was set for.

10

15

Tomorrow.

We were

He spoke with Brandi or your

I can't remember which one.
MS. FERNANDEZ:

Probably be my assistant.

He

20

wanted a continuance, and I told him that we would not agree

21

to a continuance.

22

THE COURT:

Okay.

So I guess I need to know,

23

sir, is Mr. Naumann still your lawyer?

24

MR. GEE:

25

THE COURT:

Until he's removed, yes.
Is he here today?

DONNA R. GEHL, CSR, RPR
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1

MR. GEE:

We exchanged emails last Thursday, so

2

I don't know if he's going to be here or not.

3

MS. FERNANDEZ:

He knew to be here.

He had

4

wanted to push this hearing back to the 1st so he could have

5

it on the same day of his motion to withdraw, but I told him

6

I'm in Denton County that day.

7

wouldn't have had a problem with bumping back and forth.

8

THE COURT:

9

MS. FERNANDEZ:

If it was a closer county, I

Okay.
But that was a little far for

10

me to kind of run over there, then try to run back over here,

11

and our motion was set first.

12

to withdraw today since we had already had it set and I

13

wouldn't -- I didn't think that anybody would have any mind

14

doing all the motions on the same day.

15

THE COURT:

16

MS. FERNANDEZ:

17
18
19

Okay.
So he knew to be here, and he

and I discussed it specifically that he was gonna be here.
THE COURT:

Okay.

Do you want to step out in

the hall and call him to see if he's on the way?

20

MR. GEE:

21

THE COURT:

22

I asked him to set his motion

Sure, I will.
Yeah.

Come right back in and let

me know what the answer is.

23

MR. GEE:

Yes, sir.

24

(Mr. Gee left courtroom and re-entered)

25

MR. GEE:

Voicemail.

DONNA R. GEHL, CSR, RPR
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. GEE:

3

THE COURT:

Okay, so we don't know.
Correct.
We have two matters set on the

4

docket today.

5

regarding a subpoena duces tecum, and the other is a request

6

for some temporary orders.

7

One is a motion to quash and a protective order

What relief are you seeking?

MS. FERNANDEZ:

I had the two different things

8

we had asked for, your Honor, they're kind of a hand in hand.

9

The first one is the motion for protective order, and I also

10

did a motion for -- it's not a motion for physical violence.

11

What it is that a subpoena duces tecum had been sent to Adora

12

Locabee.

13

final hearing back in October of 2017 and you had ordered each

14

of the parties to get -- make sure that their medical, current

15

medical health providers delivered their records over to Adora

16

so she could evaluate that before she arranged any joint

17

visits between dad and daughter in this case.

Just to kind of take you back, when we started this

18

THE COURT:

Right.

19

MS. FERNANDEZ:

And then after that hearing a

20

subpoena was sent to Adora, at least a threat -- actually she

21

believed it was a subpoena that was served on her.

22

filed a motion for protective order because my client's

23

records are now part of the child's records because we did

24

comply as we were instructed to do.

25

been -- we had already started the final hearing.

So we

And a hearing had already

DONNA R. GEHL, CSR, RPR
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1

is the discovery period is already closed, that's an improper

2

procedure.

3

rights at risk because we did what we were ordered to do is

4

give the court appointed expert those records.

And then secondly, that puts my client's HIPAA

5

So that's what we've asked that that not be

6

disclosed.

I've talked to Ms. Lockaby just briefly about the

7

case.

8

disclosed, child has made comments about both of them, and

9

she's finally developed a rapport in this case with this

Her other concern is that if those records are

10

child, and I think the child, Ms. Lockaby would report, is

11

doing very well now with her assistance.

12

be that we're gonna cause the therapist to have to backtrack

13

'cause we no longer have that rapport that the child can go

14

speak freely.

15

and the restraining order.

16

And my concern would

So those are our bases for the protective order

We had also filed a restraining order, and it

17

kind of goes in conjunction with the protective order is

18

because dad has been going on online websites and posting some

19

social media sources accusing mom of being an alienator,

20

violating the standing orders, kidnapping the children, and

21

that he can't talk about it right now but all this stuff will

22

soon be made public.

23

my client's protected HIPAA information, that he has

24

represented to other people that he's going to soon make this

25

all public, that it's going to put her at an undue risk of

So that's my concern is that if he gets

DONNA R. GEHL, CSR, RPR
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1

embarrassment and harassment on that.

2

THE COURT:

Okay.

3

MS. FERNANDEZ:

So the other thing that I think

4

is harmful is when you make -- when you come and tell the

5

court the other parent's an alienator and I want access to my

6

child when you post on the internet, when you know that these

7

children have access to the internet, that almost is

8

counterproductive to the relief he has sought from this court.

9

It's not only embarrassing to my client because her peers

10

think that now she's a kidnapper when in fact she's not, but

11

it, I think it hinders Ms. Lockaby's progress in that she's

12

trying to do a reunification while one parent is online

13

bashing the other parent.

14

samples of those postings to our temporary restraining order

15

that we had asked.

16
17
18
19

THE COURT:

So those are -- and we attached

Okay.

And I think I signed the TRO

if I recall correctly.
MS. FERNANDEZ:

You did.

So we wanted an order

that required him to immediately remove all those posts.

20

MR. GEE:

They have been.

21

MS. FERNANDEZ:

And we wanted an order that

22

prevented him from doing it any further and we wanted a

23

protective order that did not give him access to the child's

24

records or at least the portion of the records with regard to

25

Ms. Gee's records.

I think with Ms. Lockaby, she could not be

DONNA R. GEHL, CSR, RPR
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1

here today, but I let her know that we set it here today

2

because she didn't know what to do.

3

that her -- she probably would need to update the court on

4

where she was at on things, and I don't know if she's done

5

that.

6

the court, but she said she'd be available telephonically if

7

you wanted her to weigh in on what she felt would be the

8

therapeutic impact on the disclosure of those records and her

9

role as the court appointed expert.

I believe that she's done that as far as a letter to

10

THE COURT:

11

MS. FERNANDEZ:

12

Okay.

THE COURT:

All right.

You simply want to

protect your client's medical records under HIPAA?

15

MS. FERNANDEZ:

16

THE COURT:

17

So those are my -- that's my

overall, those are my three main things, your Honor.

13
14

She's like -- I told her

Correct.

And not do anything that would

interfere with the counseling relationship with the child?
MS. FERNANDEZ:

18

Correct.

This -- you know, we

19

had a prior counselor, and I think she did okay with the child

20

and she got her to a better place; but it sounds like she's

21

doing a lot better, even moreso with Adora than what we

22

thought she could do.

23

backwards.

I don't want that to take a step

24

THE COURT:

Okay.

25

MS. FERNANDEZ:

Gotcha, okay.

The other thing that

DONNA R. GEHL, CSR, RPR
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1

Ms. Lockaby had, and I think it's better probably for you and

2

her to discuss, but she had a concern because apparently he

3

sent an email saying that she no longer had authority to visit

4

with Jericho.

5

until the court discharged her, she needed to continue doing

6

what she needed to do.

7

continue taking the child because that's what the court has

8

ordered.

9

I told her that she's court appointed, and so

So I've instructed my client to

THE COURT:

And as long as she is court

10

appointed, she'll continue to counsel with the child.

11

not want you interfering with my order, Mr. Gee.

12

MR. GEE:

13

THE COURT:

I do

Understood.
So don't be sending letters to

14

Ms. Lockaby saying that she does not have your permission to

15

counsel with this child when I have ordered --

16

MR. GEE:

17

THE COURT:

Okay.
-- That she may do so.

The other

18

thing is I continue to hear that you have not provided a HIPAA

19

release as to your medical records.
MR. GEE:

20
21
22
23

Jason Naumann.

That's untrue.

I've provided it to

I have done so.
THE COURT:

Well, but it needs to be provided

to Ms. Lockaby so she may confer with those --

24

MR. GEE:

25

THE COURT:

Your Honor --- Medical providers.
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1

MR. GEE:

-- There's testimony that is untrue

2

that Ms. Fernandez has just stated.

I'm, I'm painted in this

3

awful light.

4

don't know if I'm supposed to say something differently.

5

Correct me, help me out a little if you will.

6

process.

7

has denied me access for 11 months.

8

88 days.

9

Jericho has become worse under Adora.

Where I feel -- I'm not an attorney, so I, I

I have no due

I have not seen my daughter in 19 months.

The court

My daughter turns 18 in

In almost a year this court has denied me access.
It's become better over

10

here because I don't get to see my daughter.

11

alienated.

I have been

We're going to prove that in court.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. GEE:

14

THE COURT:

Let, let me remind you -Yes, your Honor.
-- That one reason I asked and

15

directed the parties to provide all of their medical records

16

to Ms. Lockaby so we could move toward a joint counseling

17

session.

18

MR. GEE:

And I complied with your order.

19

THE COURT:

You have not.

I ordered that you

20

provide that HIPAA release to Ms. Lockaby.

21

provided to Ms. Lockaby.

22

the health care professionals, and it was for only one and not

23

the most important one.

24

and I don't remember the other one.

25

MR. GEE:

It was not

I also ordered that it be for all of

And so I think the names are Buker

Dr. Lucas.
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1

THE COURT:

Lucas.

Buker and Lucas.

I think

2

it was only for one of those that you provided a release to

3

Mr. Naumann; and if he got those records, he did not give them

4

to Ms. Lockaby.

5

yourself because we need, and I've said this for months, we

6

need to get all of this information to Ms. Lockaby so she can

7

then seek to have a joint counseling session with you and your

8

daughter, and the mother if need be.

9

with getting those records?

So the stumbling block here is not anyone but

10

MR. GEE:

11

THE COURT:

12

There's not, your Honor.
Can you execute a new release

today?

13
14

So is there an issue

MR. GEE:
It's on the way home.

I will drive to her office today.

Your Honor, I do want to make -- may I?

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. GEE:

Go ahead.
I did comply to your order.

I don't

17

know how Ms. Gee provided the information to Adora, if she

18

went through Brandi and you gave it to Adora.

19

Jason told me to provide that information.

20

Dr. Lucas.

21

said psychologist.

22

She is my, she is my GP.

23

counsel that we complied, that I had complied with your order.

24

Now if Jason didn't do it, I will address that today.

25

nothing more than to see my daughter.

She's a psychiatrist.

Okay, I did --

I asked him about

He told me that your orders

That's what we, that's what we provided.
She -- so I felt based on legal
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1

THE COURT:

And I'm attempting to move toward

2

some sort of session where that can happen, but we've now

3

wasted since October, three months, waiting for compliance

4

with my order regarding medical records.

5

get those records to Ms. Lockaby where she can review both

6

your records and mom's records and make a recommendation to

7

the court as to where we go from here.
MS. FERNANDEZ:

8
9

And I am ready to

I'll point out, your Honor,

that in January we had a trial setting.

10

THE COURT:

11

MS. FERNANDEZ:

I recall that.
You called me and Mr. Naumann,

12

and so they were put on notice that Adora had issues, you

13

know, with the compliance.

14

THE COURT:

Yeah.

15

MS. FERNANDEZ:

And you gave them a week to go

16

get those records and personally hand deliver them, and I

17

don't believe that has still been done.

18

THE COURT:

It has not happened.

And both of

19

those medical professionals need to have HIPAA releases so

20

those records can be reviewed.

21

That's why we're doing it the way we're doing this.

22

order for the counselor, court appointed counselor to do her

23

job, she needs to review those records.

24

information available on the two doctors and their

25

addresses --

They're not to be made public.
But in

And if you've got the
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1

MR. GEE:

2

THE COURT:

Mm-hmm.
-- And if you can execute those

3

HIPAA releases, then perhaps we can move the ball down the

4

field.

5

MR. GEE:

6

THE COURT:

7

10

I've been waiting since October for

this to happen.
MR. GEE:

8
9

I want -- that's all I want.

And your Honor, I, I understand.

felt I had complied, and I apologize.

My mistake.

I

I should

have been more --

11

THE COURT:

Well I know as recently as January

12

2nd when this case was set for trial that I had a conversation

13

with your lawyer and Ms. Fernandez indicating there had not

14

been compliance and required immediate compliance, and we

15

still don't have compliance.
MR. GEE:

16

I have an email, I'm happy to forward

17

it to -- I believe he forwarded it to the court actually.

18

forwarded that letter, that email to the court.

19

have it.

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. GEE:

The court, I think the court has a

copy of it as well.

23

speak for him, your Honor.

25

But that's on Jason.

THE COURT:

Adora does

Adora does not have it.

22

24

He

I'm not going to

That's not my place.
Well if she has it it's only for

one of them and not both of them.
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1
2

MR. GEE:

THE COURT:

4

MR. GEE:

THE COURT:

We need both of them.

I'll stop by today and take care of

Ms. Fernandez, do you believe she

has it on Lucas or not, or Buker, whichever one?
MS. FERNANDEZ:

8
9

Okay.

it.

6
7

I only did the one

for Dr. Buker.

3

5

That is correct.

I have not asked her who she

has or doesn't have.

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. GEE:

12

MS. FERNANDEZ:

Okay.
I'll take care of it today.
All I ever wanted to know from

13

her is is he in compliance, because until he's in compliance

14

-- we've been set like six times for final, judge, and we keep

15

getting hamstrung --

16

THE COURT:

17

MS. FERNANDEZ:

18

I understand.
-- Because of dad's compliance

issues.

19

MR. GEE:

I would like to --

20

MS. FERNANDEZ:

I'm sorry, not complying with

21

discovery, not complying with payments.

22

now.

He's 8,000 in arrears

I'm sitting here going --

23

THE COURT:

We need to conclude it.

24

MS. FERNANDEZ:

25

MR. GEE:

Yeah.

This, this kind of slander is what
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1

I'm referring to.

They just blamed me for this.

2

we've had continuances is because three separate times you

3

have instructed, not ordered, Ms. Lockaby to put Jericho and I

4

together, and she hasn't done it.

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. GEE:

7

THE COURT:

8

The reason

Let me just stop you, Mr. Gee.
Yes, sir.
What I specifically ordered was you

to provide that medical information.

9

MR. GEE:

10

THE COURT:

11

MR. GEE:

12

THE COURT:

Yes, your Honor, you did.
Last October.
And that's failed to be accomplished.
And I set it for final hearing

13

January 2nd, set aside a whole day for you guys, and because

14

you had not complied with that order, I could not try this

15

case; and I still can not try it because there still has not

16

been compliance.

I am ready to try the case.

Would you get Ms. Lockaby on the phone?

17

Do you

18

have her number offhand?

19

confusion about what you are needing to do, we'll get her to

20

tell you what she needs right now.
MR. GEE:

21
22

And let's, so there will be no

Your Honor, I do feel like I'm being

painted in a very bad light.
THE COURT:

23

No one's painting you in a bad

24

light.

You have simply not complied with my order, and you

25

are the reason why we have not tried this case already.
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1

(Adora Lockaby appearing by telephone)

2

MS. FERNANDEZ:

Ms. Lockaby, I'm here in the

3

courtroom with Judge Chitty.

4

phone for him to hear you, okay?

5

THE COURT:

6

MS. LOCKABY:

7

THE COURT:

8

Ms. Fernandez here.

9

appeared.

I'm gonna put you on speaker
All right.

Ms. Lockaby?
Yes, judge.
We have Mr. Gee, Ms. Gee, and

Mr. Naumann, for whatever reason, has not

Mr. Gee has attempted to call Mr. Naumann, and it

10

went to voicemail he tells me.

11

motion to withdraw.

12

substitute in upon Mr. Naumann withdrawing, but the hearing on

13

that motion was set for Thursday, not today for some reason.

14

Mr. Gee is telling me he is ready to sign HIPAA releases for

15

both Dr. Buker and Dr. Lucas.

16

records yet from either one of them?

17
18
19
20

So I know he has filed a

There is another lawyer waiting to

MS. LOCKABY:

Which one -- do you have any

No, I have not because there were

no HIPAA releases released to me.
THE COURT:

So if Mr. Naumann had a release, he

did not get the records and deliver them to you?

21

MS. LOCKABY:

22

were not released to me, that is correct.

23

THE COURT:

24

MS. LOCKABY:

25

THE COURT:

If he has a release, then they

You have no records?
I have absolutely no records.
All right.

Mr. Gee says he is
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1

willing to come by your office and sign releases today if that

2

would get this accomplished.

3

MS. LOCKABY:

Well, the releases are not on my

4

end.

He has to sign, he has to get those releases to

5

Mr. Buker and then -- Dr. Buker and Dr. Lucas.

6

has to sign that for them.

7

make sense?

THE COURT:

9

MS. LOCKABY:

All right.
-- He has to tell them that he

gives them his release.

11
12

THE COURT:

So he needs to go by Dr., is it

Buker?

13

MR. GEE:

14

THE COURT:

Buker.
Dr. Buker's office and Dr. Lucas'

15

office and sign releases at their offices.

16

MS. LOCKABY:

17

that have the records.

Yes, because they're the ones

I don't have those records.

18

THE COURT:

19

records, is that correct?

20

MS. LOCKABY:

21

THE COURT:

22

Does that

Like --

8

10

It's not on my end.

He actually

Got you.

And you want complete

Yes.
All right.

So all the records they

have pertaining to treatment of Mr. Gee you want released?

23

MS. LOCKABY:

24

THE COURT:

25

MS. LOCKABY:

Yes.
All right.
Yes.

Their notes and their
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1

diagnosis, all of that.

2
3

THE COURT:

All right.

Mr. Gee?

4

MR. GEE:

5

THE COURT:

Absolutely, I do.
And you can go by those two

6

doctors' offices today?

7

MR. GEE:

8

and the other is just down the street.

9

MR. GEE:

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. GEE:

14

Yeah.

THE COURT:

10

13

Do you understand that,

One's right beside the house

So you can do that today?
I will do it today.
Okay.
And if it doesn't get done today, it

will be first thing in the morning.
THE COURT:

All right.

Ms. Lockaby,

15

Ms. Fernandez was saying that on the subpoena duces tecum you

16

have been served that you are concerned about releasing any

17

kind of protected records of Mrs. Gee since they are HIPAA

18

protected, is that correct?

19

MS. LOCKABY:

Well when I, when I received the,

20

the request it was after, you know, you had asked for their,

21

all their psychological and medical records, and I already

22

have those in hand.

23

that, that proposed subpoena for J

24

a long list of things that were outside the normal record

25

request as I look at it right now, and I also have some

When he put in the -- when I received
's records, there was
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1

reservations on releasing Jericho's records to either counsel

2

at this point.

3

THE COURT:

All right.

I am going to issue a

4

protective order not allowing those records to be produced at

5

this time.

6

inspection prior to trial; and if there's anything in there I

7

believe the parties are entitled to see, I will order that.

8

But without knowing what is contained in the records, I think

9

I'll have to inspect those in camera; but for the moment I

I may require that they be produced for in camera

10

will grant the protective order so you don't have to comply at

11

this time with the subpoena.

12

MS. LOCKABY:

13

it.

14

J

Thank you, judge, I appreciate

You know everything I do is in the best interest of
and her therapeutic process.
THE COURT:

15

And once we get a little closer to

16

the trial date I may require that those be submitted under

17

seal to me for review, and then I'll decide what if anything

18

will be released.

19

MS. LOCKABY:

I understand, judge.

20

MR. GEE:

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. GEE:

23

therapist who's requested the records.

24

her -- to him?

25

the Texas Health Code and it's also in the Ethics of the Texas

May I?
Yes.
I also have hired a forensic

Steven Feinstein.

Can we release them to

It's protected under 611 of
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1

Counselors.

2
3

MS. FERNANDEZ:

that's -- whether we give them to an expert --

4

MR. GEE:

5

MS. FERNANDEZ:

6

He can't give them to me.

MR. GEE:

8

MS. FERNANDEZ:

10

MS. FERNANDEZ:
commenced.

The trial has been moved to 4-10.
This trial has already

It was just adjourned.

14

THE COURT:

15

MS. FERNANDEZ:

We're mid-trial, sir.

You know --

It's already been -- it's been

adjourned, so we're still mid-trial.
THE COURT:

17
13th.

Yeah.

We went to trial October

I recessed it to get these medical records.
MS. FERNANDEZ:

19
20

I have

then secondly, we're already outside the discovery period.

12

18

-- Somebody to review.

a concern, judge, because that's my client's HIPAA, one, and

MR. GEE:

16

I've had it happen on more than

This is this case.

11

13

He can't.

one occasion where somebody gives it to --

7

9

I would object, your Honor,

The time to do discovery was

before trial.
MR. GEE:

21

Your Honor, if I may.

22

Brandi.

I've spoken with Steven Feinstein.

23

his term, I'm using his word.

24

going on between their mother and J

25

words.

Excuse me,

I'm gonna quote

There is something sinister
.

This is in the best interest of J
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1

third party review for parental alienation.

2

entire -- a list of awful things that happened to these

3

children.

4

This isn't about Steve.

5

about J

6

There is an

If this is true, it's in -- it is for J

.

This isn't about her mother.

This is

.
THE COURT:

Well let me just say, I don't have

7

anything before the court requesting that relief.

8

new lawyer wants to file something, I'll look at it; but I

9

don't have anything before the court giving me any basis for

10

granting that kind of relief.

11

MR. GEE:

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. GEE:

14
15

So if your

Adora has a copy of it.
Has a copy of what?
Of the request from, from Steven

Feinstein.
THE COURT:

Well, I have just issued a

16

protective order protecting both your records and her records

17

that are being delivered to Ms. Lockaby.

18

all of that in camera before I release any of it.

19

MR. GEE:

I'm going to look at

And I appreciate that, judge, but may

20

I just say I am extremely concerned as a parent.

21

Ms. Lockaby's care J

22

if I may, if I may present my evidence.

23

THE COURT:

has gotten worse.

Under

On June 18th --

On June 18th --

And I've heard this already, so I

24

know what your position is; and that's why we're trying to get

25

all of this information to Ms. Lockaby where she will have a
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1

complete picture.

2

hearing, and then you'll have a full opportunity to present

3

any evidence relevant to any issue.

4

And once we get that we can go to final

MR. GEE:

When, when -- at what point would

5

Steven Feinstein be allowed to have -- because he would, he

6

would need to testify, he would need to interview Jericho

7

three times, Stacey and J

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. GEE:

10

years of experience.

11

once, Jericho and I once.
Well -He's a forensic therapist.

He has 50

He's testified all over the world.

MS. FERNANDEZ:

This is temporary, this is

12

pre-trial, these are temporary issues and these are pre-trial

13

issues, your Honor.

14

inappropriate to ask --

We are mid-trial.

15

THE COURT:

16

MS. FERNANDEZ:

17

I think it's --- For pre-trial issues during

trial.
MR. GEE:

18

If my daughter is being abused, I

19

think it is the court's right.

20

J

21

I think it's

The court needs to think about

and not me and Stacey.
MS. FERNANDEZ:

With all due respect, you've

22

heard from Adora a couple of times now, judge.

Back in the

23

summer, at the trial, and everywhere.

24

mean Adora said there's probably things that mom could do

25

better, and I think that's with every parent, but she's never

There was never -- I
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1

once come on the phone or been here in person and said mom is

2

abusing this child.

3

this court as the court appointed expert, that he agreed to

4

originally in the temporary orders, that the child is

5

improving in this case.

6

try to get pre-trial relief during trial is inappropriate.

7
8
9
10
11
12

In fact I believe her representation to

So we've made headway, and I think to

THE COURT:

Well, and once I have a request for

that I'll rule on it.
MS. FERNANDEZ:
THE COURT:

Okay.

But I don't have a request, no

pleading to that effect
MS. FERNANDEZ:

We, we believe there may be a

13

third medical provider, and I just want him to state for the

14

record whether or not he has seen or is seeing a Dr. Shaef or

15

Shoaf out of Richardson.

16

MR. GEE:

17

MS. FERNANDEZ:

18
19
20
21

Same doctor.
Same doctor with the ones that

you're also gonna do the releases on?
MR. GEE:

Dr. Shoaf is the physician, and

Dr. Lucas is the physician assistant.
MS. FERNANDEZ:

And then there's one that

22

begins with a B, so there's three physicians that you need to

23

sign releases for then?

24

MR. GEE:

25

Everything will be in the same file,

it's the same file with Dr. Shoaf, 'cause he actually signed
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1

--

2
3

MS. FERNANDEZ:

I would ask that he sign

releases for all three because --

4

MR. GEE:

Sure.

5

MS. FERNANDEZ:

-- The doctors may be going

6

hey, you know, you did one for him but not -- I just don't

7

want to have to keep coming back here and get our hearing date

8

reset.

9

MR. GEE:

10

anything.

11

me.

I want to see my daughter.

I will do

I will jump through every hoop you put in front of

12

THE COURT:

Sign all releases for all

13

providers; and if you'll do that today or first thing in the

14

morning, whenever you get to it, then Ms. Lockaby will have

15

the information.

16

recommendation to the court.

17

objecting to Mr. Naumann withdrawing on Thursday?

Once she has it, reviews it, she can make a

18

MR. GEE:

19

THE COURT:

20

MR. GEE:

21

And I'm assuming you're not

(Moved head from side to side)
Okay.

Was that a yes, you're not?

I'm sorry, yes.

No, I, I don't

object.
THE COURT:

22
23

withdrawing.

Very well.

24

grant his motion.

25

him to --

You do not object to him
If you're not here on Thursday, I'll

And if your other lawyer is here I'll allow
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1

MR. GEE:

2

THE COURT:

3

MR. GEE:

4

I'm sorry?
I won't be here Thursday.

I'll be

back in Kansas Thursday.

5
6

We won't be here Thursday.

THE COURT:

Okay.

All right, very good.

Anything else?

7

MS. FERNANDEZ:

8

record, judge, but can we excuse Ms. Lockaby?

9

THE COURT:

I had other stuff on the

We can.

10

MR. GEE:

11

MS. LOCKABY:

Thank you, Ms. Lockaby.

Thanks, Adora.
Judge, I have a question.

12

a direction.

13

do that or at a later time.

I need

I don't know if this is an appropriate time to

14

THE COURT:

15

MS. LOCKABY:

What's that?
Well, I had sent you -- I had

16

received a letter from Mr. Gee that I was not allowed to --

17

revoking all rights to visits with J

18

or electronic.

19

J

20

allowed to see her?

21

, in person, phone

So am I still court ordered by you to see

or since he sent me the revoking letter I'm not

THE COURT:

No, ma'am, you're still allowed to

22

see her and counsel with her.

23

you on the phone.

24

MS. LOCKABY:

25

THE COURT:

We addressed that before we got

Okay.
And I directed Mr. Gee not to
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1

engage in any activities to hinder your counseling with the

2

child.

3
4

MS. LOCKABY:
me know that.

Okay.

I appreciate you letting

Thank you, judge.

5

THE COURT:

6

MS. LOCKABY:

7

(Telephone conference concluded)

8

MR. GEE:

9
10

best interest of J

You bet.

All right, thank you.

Thank you.

And your Honor, that was done in the
.

I felt at the time because of what

Steven had advised, that something bad was going on.

11

THE COURT:

Okay.

there's only one cook in this kitchen.

13

MR. GEE:

14

THE COURT:

I know.
And my orders needs to be complied

with.
MR. GEE:

16
17

That --

Well, let me just say, sir,

12

15

Bye-bye.

I completely understand, and I did

not mean to, to go against the court.
THE COURT:

18

All right.

That's not my intent.
Let's get that done

19

today.

And as soon as we have those records where they can be

20

reviewed and a recommendation can be made to the court, we can

21

move this case down the field.

22

MR. GEE:

23

MS. FERNANDEZ:

All right.

Judge, may I?
Sorry.

Our other issue was the

24

temporary retraining order about the postings.

25

night they were still up.
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1

MR. GEE:

2

MS. FERNANDEZ:

3

THE COURT:

MR. GEE:

Can someone explain to me what an

injunction is?
THE COURT:

8
9

MR. GEE:

11

THE COURT:

MR. GEE:

14

they -- no one told me.

15

against --

Absolutely.
And it's a mandate that you take

Your Honor, when I found out that
Here, here are some of my grievance

THE COURT:

16

Okay.

I have a standing order

which you have seen.

18

MR. GEE:

19

THE COURT:

20

You

them down.

13

17

It's the same effect as a TRO.

are enjoined, prohibited from making those kinds of posts.

10

12

Any objection to it being made into

an injunction?

6
7

We would like just to keep that

as an injunction on there.

4
5

They were not up last night.

Yes, your Honor.
No defamatory comments, no

discussion of litigation, so.
MR. GEE:

21

Understood.

And your Honor, I'm

22

sorry.

The words I chose, there were two separate words that

23

I chose that were completely inappropriate.

24

never to hurt J

25

down instantly.

My intent is

and never to hurt Stacey.

I took them

When -- I came in, I got a copy of the
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1

subpoena and took them down.

2
3

THE COURT:

Well, Ms. Fernandez is

saying that --

4

MR. GEE:

5

THE COURT:

6

Okay.

Not subpoena.
-- They're still up as of last

night.

7

MR. GEE:

If you'll just shoot me an email on

8

what's still up, I'll take -- I don't think, I don't think

9

there's anything still up, but I'll look.

10
11

MS. FERNANDEZ:
those.

12

THE COURT:

13

MS. FERNANDEZ:

14

I'll have my client identify

Very good.
We'll send it to Mr. Naumann

and/or the new attorney if he comes on.

15

THE COURT:

That'll be fine.

16

MS. FERNANDEZ:

So that way they can instruct

17

him because I don't want to get -- because Mr. Naumann is

18

still on, I don't want to have any issues with violating the

19

Code of Ethics.

20

THE COURT:

Gotcha.

The injunction is granted,

21

and it will continue in full force and effect the TRO.

22

have indicated compliance with the TRO.

23

compliance, get into compliance.

24
25

MR. GEE:

Absolutely.

You

If you're not in

And it was never, your

Honor, that was never my intent to, to cause any harm to
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1

Stacey or to Jericho.

2

THE COURT:

Okay.

Well, whether or not you

3

intended to do it, it's a violation of my standing order to do

4

it.

5

MR. GEE:

6

THE COURT:

7

MR. GEE:

8

And I was wrong.
So don't do it.
I, I agree, I was wrong, and I fixed

it as soon as I could.

9

THE COURT:

10

All right.

MS. FERNANDEZ:

Anything else?

We've had no marital support.

11

And I know that's not before today, but we understand that

12

he's working now.

13

Sprint or if he happened to know their address, 'cause we'd

14

like to have permission from the court to send over a

15

withholding order --

I just wanted to confirm if it was at

16

THE COURT:

Certainly.

17

MS. FERNANDEZ:

-- For the marital support,

18

medical support, and the child support.

19

THE COURT:

20

MS. FERNANDEZ:

21

MR. GEE:

22

25

Okay.

I'll give it to you when we're done.

Judge -THE COURT:

23
24

Absolutely.

Can you give her the employer

information?
MR. GEE:

Yeah.
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1

THE COURT:

2

MR. GEE:

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. GEE:

5

Can you do it now?
Absolutely.
Go ahead.
It's 6550 Sprint Parkway, and it's

Overland Park, Kansas, and I don't know what the zip code is.

6

MS. FERNANDEZ:

7

MR. GEE:

Okay.

I can look that up.
Your Honor, since we're

8

discussing child support, can we stop the spousal support, the

9

spousal maintenance?

10
11

THE COURT:
Why should we do that?

12
13

I don't know why we should do that.

MR. GEE:

Because I, I was an idiot and I

signed the temporary order not knowing what I was doing.
THE COURT:

14

And let me just say, those

15

temporary orders will remain in full force and effect until

16

the final hearing, which we could have had January 2nd.

17

MR. GEE:

18

THE COURT:

19

MR. GEE:

20

Okay, all right.
And I'm trying not to screw up

anymore.

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. GEE:

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. GEE:

25

Judge, I understand I screwed up.

All right.
May I ask one more thing?
Yes, sir.
And I'm sorry to be all wishy washy.

I miss my daughter deeply.

I have one request.
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1

phone.

May I give it to, to Ms. Fernandez?

2

daughter 30 minutes three times a week?

3
4

THE COURT:

What is the temporary order

provision about that?

5
6

May I speak to my

MR. GEE:

It does say I can talk to her on the

phone.

7

MS. FERNANDEZ:

At the final hearing when we

8

started there's big issues with regard to unification; and

9

before Adora went forward, she was seeing flags.

That's why

10

she wanted to see both sides' medical records, and you said no

11

contact until then.

12

him.

13

that up to Adora.

I don't think the child wants to talk to

She's at least doing better now, and I think we leave

MR. GEE:

14

Adora said I could call and text on

15

October 13th.

16

was in Mogadishu or wherever, because Jason Naumann asked.

17

And I have been texting ever since then.
MS. FERNANDEZ:

18
19

She told us in here on the phone to you.

She

That was in July, with all due

respect.

20

MR. GEE:

Thank you.

21

MS. FERNANDEZ:

You're right.

But in October because she was

22

seeing -- she was getting more information from the child

23

because she had finally developed that rapport, Adora had shut

24

down the communications and said I need to see these records

25

so I know more of what I'm dealing with.

And that's when you
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1

ordered both of them to do that.

2

THE COURT:

Okay.

3

MS. FERNANDEZ:

I've got a problem when -- you

4

know, if Adora sends a letter to the court and sends a letter

5

to both attorneys saying I think Jericho's ready, then I'll

6

tell my client to comply with it.

7

THE COURT:

8

MS. FERNANDEZ:

9

Okay.
But I'm not the therapist.

This has been a delicate situation with this child.

There's

10

two other children that have been through the same type of

11

deal, and they're still working with their therapists.

12

know, I don't want to take any missteps that is going to set

13

this child backwards from where we're already at, judge.

14

THE COURT:

15

her stamp of approval, I'm okay with it.

16

the stamp of approval, don't do it.

17

records over there, maybe she can make a determination about

18

that.

19

If she wants to call you, she can pick up a phone and call

20

you.

21

I will say this.

MR. GEE:

Okay.

You

Well if Ms. Lockaby gives
If she has not given

And if you'll get those

This child is almost 18 years of age.

Your Honor, I believe and we will be

22

able to prove, I have taken this to so many different

23

therapists from San Antonio to Missouri, so many different

24

therapists have reviewed my evidence to make sure it's

25

bulletproof when I get in front of you.

We can prove
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1

alienation.

Part of alienation is Jericho hating me.

2

that I haven't followed the standard orders.

3

have received not a single piece of paper from Ms. Gee,

4

nothing, not one.

5

THE COURT:

Okay.

You say

They have -- I

Well we're going to finally

6

try this case I hope in April.

7

on what I ordered last October, maybe we can get to that

8

point.

9
10

MR. GEE:

So I'll have 17 days to talk on the

phone to my daughter.

11

THE COURT:

12

MR. GEE:

13

daughter.

14

kept me from my daughter.

15

THE COURT:

16

And if you'll follow through

I'm sorry?
I'll have 17 days to talk to my

It's been 11 months since the court has had -- has
There's no -Sir, let me just say this.

I have

not kept you from your daughter.

17

MR. GEE:

18

THE COURT:

Ms. Lockaby has.
And if we had had compliance and

19

everyone doing what I have ordered to be done, this case would

20

be over today.

21

MR. GEE:

22

THE COURT:

23
24
25

I would like nothing more than that.
Well you're the reason it's not

over.
MR. GEE:

Your Honor, I submitted the

information to Jason.
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1
2

THE COURT:
through.

3
4

Sir, your lawyer did not follow

MR. GEE:

You're right, and it's my fault.

accept that.

5

THE COURT:

And if you had given those

6

directives and authorizations to the medical providers, she

7

would have that information months ago, so.
MR. GEE:

8
9
10

I

So can I give her the phone or is

there any way I can just -- can she text me until we hear from
Adora?

11

THE COURT:

If, if this child wants to pick up

12

a phone and call you, I'm not telling her not to.

13

wants to pick up a phone and text you, I'm not telling her not

14

to.

15

MRS. GEE:

16

MR. GEE:

17

If she

I'm not either, judge.
The alienation continues.

I'm ruled

away.
MRS. GEE:

18
19

world.

20

him.

They have cars.

My kids have all the freedom in the
They can go see him.

They can call

They can text him.
THE COURT:

21

Okay.

We've got a unique situation

22

here with a child about to become an adult; and you know,

23

frankly, if she wants to call you, she can.

24

her not to.

25

MR. GEE:

I'm not telling

I bring up child abuse, it's just
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1

washed aside.

2

THE COURT:

And we have discussed that at other

3

hearings, and the evidence has not supported that claim.

4

you know if you have additional evidence you want to present

5

at the final hearing, you'll have an opportunity to do that.

6
7

MR. GEE:

So it's your ruling that I can not

talk to my daughter until 17 -THE COURT:

8
9

this, sir?

How many times do I have to say

If your daughter wants to pick up the phone and

10

call you, she can do that.

11

can do that.

12
13

So

And if she wants to text you, she

I'm not telling her not to do that.
MR. GEE:

And the alienation claim, I'm

claiming it to you that she is being alienated.
THE COURT:

14

Well I have no proof of that.

And

15

if you want to -- you know, you keep talking about evidence of

16

that.

I've not seen any evidence of that yet.
MR. GEE:

17

Ms. Lockaby said it.

She said that

18

she calls me by my first name.

19

that is proven by Dr. Amy Baker, by Dr. Steve Miller, by the

20

other two doctors, Warshak.
THE COURT:

21
22

25

I've not heard any of those guys

testify.
MR. GEE:

23
24

That is a, that is a staple

my first name.

But Adora said that she called me by

That she's involved in the divorce.
THE COURT:

Well, saying that's one thing,
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1

saying that's proof of alienation, I've not heard any evidence

2

of that.

3

hearing, you have that right.

Now if you want to call all those doctors at final

4

MR. GEE:

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. GEE:

7

I didn't say that.
Then what parental rights -- I'm not

trying -THE COURT:

8
9

Until then I have no parental rights?

you anymore.

Okay.

I'm not going to argue with

This case is set for hearing.

10

set for final hearing.

11

hearing.

12

directly toward a resolution of this case.

It was already

You know why we didn't go to final

Now if you'll comply with the orders, we can move

13

Anything else?

14

MS. FERNANDEZ:

I have two just housekeeping

15

matters, your Honor.

I brought orders; but since

16

Mr. Naumann's not here, do you want me to prepare those and

17

send them by 10 day letter?

18

THE COURT:

You can do that.

19

MS. FERNANDEZ:

Because I don't want to present

20

an order to the court that an attorney hasn't reviewed or at

21

least had an opportunity.

22

THE COURT:

23

MS. FERNANDEZ:

24

THE COURT:

25

new lawyer.

You can do that.
Let me do that.

Or if you went to give it to the

However you want to do it is fine with me.
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1

MS. FERNANDEZ:

I just, I figure if the new

2

lawyer will get on, I think if he tells you today he has no

3

objection, I think you can go ahead and sign that motion to

4

withdraw.

Is that all we're waiting on with the new attorney?

5

MR. GEE:

6

MS. FERNANDEZ:

7

(Moved head up and down)
So I can start communicating

with him?
THE COURT:

8

I'm going to go ahead and grant

9

that motion to withdraw then.

10

MS. FERNANDEZ:

And then that way he can then

11

hop on, and then I can start doing 10 day letter with him as

12

far as that goes.

13

ask for attorney's fees.

I don't normally do it, judge.

THE COURT:

14
15

And then the other thing we were going to

I'm going to defer attorney's fees

to the final hearing.

16

MS. FERNANDEZ:

17

THE COURT:

18

MS. FERNANDEZ:

19

MR. GEE:

20

to give to my daughter?

21

phone.

22

understand; but I brought a notepad and little huggy stuff.

23

May I?

24
25

Okay.

All right.

Then we'll do it then.
Anything else?

That's all I have, judge.

May I at least, may I give something
I brought something.

I brought the

Obviously that's not going to work today, I

THE COURT:

I'm sorry, I was not following what

you were going to . . .
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1

MR. GEE:

Your Honor, when, when I send stuff

2

certified mail to my daughter, it always comes back.

3

not allowed to receive letters from me.

4
5

MS. FERNANDEZ:
Honor.

She's

That's actually not true, your

I have those letters, the kids . . .

6

MRS. GEE:

I have them with me.

7

THE COURT:

8

MRS. GEE:

And the girls have read them.

9

MR. GEE:

I have the pictures, I have the

Okay.

10

pictures and the letters from Bahama Bucks that came back.

11

mom has the letters from October that came back.

12

THE COURT:

Okay, let's do this, Mr. Gee.

My

I

13

don't think any of that will be effective, to be quite honest,

14

in light of what I've heard so far in this case.

15

daughter has freedom to pick up a phone and call you if she

16

wants to do that.

17

she wants to do that.

18

these notepads, I don't care if you do that.

19

them to the daughter, I don't care if she does that.

20

can not make a 17 year old child write you, call you or do

21

much of anything else.

22

rights and responsibilities of minor children, and if we have

23

a trial before she turns 18, I will make orders regarding

24

rights, responsibilities.

25

Your

She has freedom to write you a letter if
So if it makes you feel better to hand

MR. GEE:

If mom gives
But I

And I can make orders talking about

I understand.
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1

THE COURT:

All right.

2

MS. FERNANDEZ:

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. GEE:

5

THE COURT:

Thank you, judge.

Thank you.
Thanks, judge.
You bet.

6

(End of Proceedings)

7

-oOo-

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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